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Introduction

Throughout my musical career, both in graduate school and long before,
people have viewed me as being seated across a divide. Many people know me
as having a passion for two things: music, and video games. (People who know
me the best also cite an unstoppable fire for consuming Norwegian desserts.) I
have often been asked to make a decision, the oft-presented desert-island
scenario: If you could have only one, which would you keep with you? I’m
usually inclined to avoid the question and dip yet another kringla into my coffee
cup.
Whenever I do ponder an answer to the challenge, I first consider who has
asked it of me. I use the word “challenge” because there have been many
instances where the question is issued as exactly that – the query is made with a
“correct” answer in mind, one allowing me an opportunity to demonstrate that this
quirky junior high school student fighting for disability accommodations will
someday grow up to be a functional member of society. Similarly, the question
has invited me to assure a professor that I am studying in the right building.
When I play, my hands move with lightning quickness, pressing the right keys at
precisely the right time – it’s magic to an outsider – as I grasp “an instrument that
feels designed to remake your hands.”1 What do people see in one activity that
they cannot see in the other?
Other times, the question is more honest, and it’s then I take a pause from
pastries to reflect. The short answer is that I am always singing; I am singing as I
type this sentence, I’m singing as I play the piano, I’m singing as I play video

Kiri Miller, Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 3.
1
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games, and everyone may rest assured I’ll be singing on that desert island. I’m
never making a choice between music and video games – I’m doing various
kinds of musical activity. This dissertation is written as the long answer to why I
don’t particularly care for the question in the first place, describing how music
and games are so often intertwined and inseparable. That necessitates some
writing about video games and some about music, of course – but more often
than not it will be primarily about contextualizing each in terms of the other.
Partly because of the relatively young age of the medium, and partly
because so much of the writing about them is pointed at potential consumers,
writing about video games has often described what video games are like rather
than elucidating what video games are. Even the term “video games,” a
conflation of two separate things with rich fields of study dedicated to each of
them, suggests that describing the medium without comparison to other media is
going to be a difficult endeavor. As a result, comparisons to both halves of the
whole; that is, comparisons to cinema and to pen and paper board games, run
rampant throughout the literature, from the enthusiast press to academic prose.
Similarly, those of us engaged in the emerging subfield of
“ludomusicology” are often asked to give clear definition and precise meaning to
that term. This remains an ongoing conversation within the community of
scholars surrounding the study of game audio. For instance, I (intentionally) left
out the word “video” in the previous sentence; along those lines, does
ludomusicology need to be limited to video games, or might it include the pursuit
of knowledge surrounding game sound more generally? Current work in the field
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suggests the latter, a broad umbrella under which we study not just digital
games, but the phenomenon of play itself – the “ludo” in ludomusicology. 2
I mention current work instead of “past” or “prior” work because of how
new both ludomusicology and game audio themselves are. Composer George
Sanger put it this way:
At the time of this writing [2004], no notable figure in the business of audio
for games has ever died. Not one….I think that in our case the ‘You’ve
come a long way, Baby,’ bit is far outweighed by the ‘But you’ve still got a
long way to go,’ and this perspective could be used to great benefit.
Compared to almost any other human endeavor, game audio has no
history.3
While Sanger’s statement is no longer completely true, with the sudden death of
audio engineer Jory Prum in 2016 coming as a great loss to the game audio
community, the broad point still stands: to study game history is to study the
present, not the past.4
This is partly due to the shared dependence on emerging technology for
those mediums to function; just as the notion of the cinema was cutting-edge
technology on its release, facilitated by ever-improving shifts in that technology
(synchronized sound, color, high resolution video capture), video games are
similarly bound by the upper limitations of what the computers powering them
can handle. As Pitfall Harry gave way to Nathan Drake, it certainly made some

Along these lines, the 2017 meeting of the American Musicological Society’s Ludomusicology
Study Group included a panel presentation entitled “Ludomusicology Outside Video Games,”
featuring five conference papers related to play, not exclusively video games. See
http://gamemusicstudies.org/?p=75 for the full list of papers.
3 George Sanger, The Fat Man on Game Audio: Tasty Morsels of Sonic Goodness (n.p.: New
Riders Publishing, 2004), 36.
4 It bears mention as an aside that the death of Nintendo executive Satoru Iwata in 2015 was the
first moment the notion of video game history as “the past” was really brought to the forefront of
conversation. For reference, Allan Alcorn and Nolan Bushnell (the creator and director of Atari’s
Pong) are still alive as of this writing.
2
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sense to imagine games becoming ever-increasingly cinematic in both approach
and scope. The teleology of technological improvement is alluring in its
simplicity, something that neatly fits into a single talk or a few introductory
remarks.
Karen Collins, in her 2014 keynote speech at the inaugural North
American Conference on Video Game Music, specifically warned those present
to beware of the formation of canons developed along these lines of thought. At
best, a history of video games as a medium approaching interactive film is
incomplete; at worst, it leaves out a vast swath of repertoire. Where do we talk
about pinball or pachinko? Do they even count as video games, since there’s no
digital screen used in their play? What about simulations, from Sim City and
Civilization to Microsoft Flight Simulator, which is used to train pilots? Similarly,
describing games only in terms of the numbers and rule systems they borrow
from Dungeons and Dragons is equally problematic.
How do we go about describing video games otherwise? Prior publications
have suggested that games and music are uniquely connected in part due to the
verb they share: both are “performed.” This is crucial to the thesis of Kiri Miller’s
book, Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance, which
argues that Guitar Hero is as much a musical activity as a ludic one. When
reading Miller in the age of Twitch.tv (which launched too close to the publication
date of Playing Along to have been considered there), it’s even easier to accept
her analysis of virtual performance, as performers sit in front of a camera
recording themselves playing video games for live audiences.
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Similarly, Will Cheng’s equally foundational Sound Play: Video Games
and the Musical Imagination makes note of the connection in language between
gameplay and musical performance. Cheng reminds us that in addition to “play”
as musical (we play a piece) and ludic (we play video games), we often have
moments of imagination and creativity arriving out of play that can be applied to
music and gaming equally. However, no author has been as forceful about such
a connection as Chris Dahlen, who powerfully suggests that the plethora of
comparisons between music and video games are well justified:
All apologies to those who think videogames have grown more and more
like the movies, but no matter how cinematic they become, the form with
which they have the most in common is music. Both forms marry
performance and production, gut and theory, and repetition and
spontaneity. Neither one is complete until the work gets a player, and a
classic will endure a million renditions, as the performers move from
practice, to mastery, to reinvention.5
It is with this statement in mind that I proceed with the present work. Games are
often like movies, but they are always musical.
To further help delineate between games and movies, I consider how a
shift of medium changes our experience – and our understanding – of a genre
common to both games and cinema: horror. Chapter 1 therefore begins with
Michel Chion’s cinematic notion of the “audiovisual” – a single, indivisible fusion
of sound and video forming one object of study – and then considers how ludic
elements might become similarly glued to aural and visual components of the
object at hand, Valve’s zombie-themed first person shooter Left 4 Dead.6 The
chapter goes on to discuss various tropes of the horror genre and how they are
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Chris Dahlen, “From the Editor,” Kill Screen Magazine 1/5 (Fall 2011).
Michel Chion, Film, A Sound Art (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 1-7.
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applied across the game in meaningful ways that utilize audio to empower the
player, communicating data about visual and ludic elements (such as position
inside the virtual environment) solely through sound.
Chapter 2 focuses on the relationship between game player and game
spectator, which is becoming increasingly relevant for video games as esports
continue to gain traction both culturally and economically. How might sound help
communicate what’s happening to a newcomer or a spectator watching from a
Twitch.tv channel when the visuals onscreen are too busy to process alone, even
for many gaming veterans? Sound steps in to fill these gaps by helping organize
these many and varied elements into semiotic categories that facilitate general
understanding of what’s going on in League of Legends, and by extension the
emerging multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) genre as a whole.
Chapter 3 steps away from traditional modes of analysis as usually
pursued by musicologists and music theorists in favor of a more empirical
approach. Can one quantify how much assistance a soundtrack contributes to a
player’s ability to successfully complete an ingame task? And if so, for whom is
that data useful? The results of a study with volunteer game players as research
subjects suggests that close collaboration between game designer and
composer may allow for the audio itself to function as a tuning lever for game
difficulty, so long as players are made aware of the use of audio as a means to
instruct players about the gameplay.
The notion that there are situations in which audio helps us form a more
complete understanding of the gameplay at hand in a given situation admittedly
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does not demand any empirical proof – there are countless examples of music
facilitating understanding in multimodal artworks, from opera, to cinema, and of
course, games. (My own favorite has long been John Williams channeling Aaron
Copland to suggest that Superman is the ideal, the “Common Man” we should all
celebrate.7) But Chion’s marriage of the word “audio” to the word “visual” is
intended to work both ways. He argues – successfully – that we understand
neither audio nor visual independent of the other. If this is meant to apply also to
video games, as I suggest in previous chapters, then there should also be
moments when gameplay provides analysis of music with greater clarity. The
fourth and final chapter takes the opposite approach from the rest of the work,
and delves into how gameplay might facilitate a greater understanding of a given
piece of music, rather than discussing how understanding the music creates a
new understanding of the gameplay. Following a tour de force of both prior
scholarship on ludomusical performance and a brief history of games that utilize
music in experimental ways, the dissertation closes with a case study of
Audiosurf, a new game using a piece of classical music firmly entrenched into the
common orchestral repertoire as a model to help describe elements of
performance (both senses: musical and ludic) when standard vocabulary often
falls short.
Each of the video games that receive a significant amount of study (that is,
a chapter or major section of a chapter is focused exclusively around them)

For more about the relationship between Williams and Copland, and how the two influence
superhero film, see this article: https://www.polygon.com/2016/11/21/13707200/captain-americaas-superman-the-music
7
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mentioned above is more fully introduced in the chapters containing them, but
were all chosen because of the influence they have had on similar games. Left 4
Dead, League of Legends, and Audiosurf (to a much lesser extent, though
certainly this is true within the circle of independently developed games it
competes with) have all been big influences upon subsequent video games.
They all go about solving issues of game design in interesting ways that point
towards different angles of approach to conversation between game design and
game audio.
All three games just mentioned are also modern titles – while there are
certainly video games that utilize audio in interesting ways related to game
design on older hardware (and one may note that Super Mario Bros. receives
significant attention in the second and third chapters specifically because of its
age), much of what is under examination in this dissertation relies on audio
techniques only made possible by modern hardware. Positional audio sourced
from a three dimensional play area (Left 4 Dead), categorizing thousands of
different sounds (League of Legends), and algorithmically generating video game
levels from player provided sound files (Audiosurf) were all made possible only
relatively recently; older, legacy hardware was simply not capable of
implementing the same design techniques.
Finally, one quick anecdote describes how this dissertation treats the titles
under detailed examination in subsequent chapters. In 2014, famed director
Steven Soderbergh posted a custom-made version of Raiders of the Lost Ark to
his website for others to study. It removes all of the color, returning the image to
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the style of the Errol Flynn films to which Indiana Jones is indebted, and also
removes Williams’ much-celebrated score, replacing it with, as he puts it, “a
score designed to aid you in your quest to just study the visual staging aspect.” 8
This dissertation is put together to create similar moments of study, focusing on
moments in which the intersection of gameplay and audio is so powerful that it is
elevated to the forefront of discussion regardless of how well-crafted other
portions might be. It is my hope that these points of intersection might be more
broadly applied moving forward, as we continue to engage video games – and
the audio accompanying them – from an ever-growing variety of perspectives.

8

Steven Soderbergh, “Raiders,” September 2014. http://extension765.com/soderblogh/18-raiders
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Chapter 1
Identification, Identity, and Spatial
Awareness in Valve’s Left 4 Dead

11

Introduction
“Reloading!” I aim over Bill’s shoulder to cover him as the voice of the
grizzled Vietnam veteran shoots through the silence as surely as if he’d fired off
yet another round. I turn and notice Francis limping by and decide that, while
there’s still some silence to appreciate, we had better bandage him up as best
we can. Lewis shoots behind us once, ending the last zombie straggler’s
desperate, endless pursuit. Seconds later our squad of four is on the move
again, and we shimmy down the sidewalk, approaching the corner diner. Just
before we reach the bus stop outside the diner’s entrance I hear a hint of a
detuned piano, and stop the group with a signal. I open the back entrance to the
diner, and we enter from the kitchen. “Boomer!” Bill shouts, pointing to the side
of the room near the street, but by the time he gets the name out I’ve already
clicked twice, shooting the fat zombie looking out the window, knowing right
where he’d be standing before we opened the door to the bar. Leaning back
from my computer to savor my victory, I realize that the piano just saved our
lives.
Playing Left 4 Dead is a narrative experience, one in which listening to all
of the sounds that come to the player is vital. Michel Chion wrote that viewers of
cinema cannot divorce sound from screen in coining the term “audiovisual” as a
single, inseparable, multisensory object – noting “that one perception influences
the other and transforms it.”9 He writes that even a “silent” film is anything but,
since the visual elements presented to the viewer imply sounds constantly –
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Chion, Film, a Sound Art, 1-7.
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those sounds go unheard but not unnoticed by moviegoers. 10 As a result, it was
only with the advent of the sound cinema that silence became truly possible. 11
Silent film viewing in the theater was often a highly variable experience, with live
musical accompaniment “not all of a piece; it consisted of improvisations,
compilations, and original scores, mixed in many ways,” often utilizing cue sheets
that did not list pieces of music by scene, but instead “specified only a tempo, or
mood, or kind of music appropriate to the situation on screen.”12 Similarly,
playing Left 4 Dead is a highly variable experience; for example, the narrative
introduction above is one of infinitely many possibilities for navigating the game’s
first stage.
This first chapter asserts an extension of these ideas – a marriage of
Chion’s “audiovisual” to the ludic dimension inherent to video games –
suggesting that if film music “requires an understanding of not one but two nonverbal systems of communication,” musical analysis of video games requires not
two, but three such systems.13 There are many points in the analysis of games
at which a discussion of a single element of any of the three (visual, aural, ludic)
results in an incomplete understanding of the medium.14 This chapter utilizes the
video game Left 4 Dead as a case-study to explore how video game music is
connected to gameplay.

Chion, Film, a Sound Art, 1-7.
Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: sound on screen (New York, Columbia University Press, 1994),
56-57.
12 Martin Marks, Music and the silent film: contexts and case studies, 1895-1924 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1997), 9.
13 Marks, Music and the silent film, 3.
14 Note that I purposely avoid the phrase “incomplete picture” – a nod to the idea that when
discussing multimedia, single medium metaphors quickly become insufficient.
10
11
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This examination of Left 4 Dead and its sequel, Left 4 Dead 2, will unfold
in three major sections. First, I briefly introduce the basic mechanics of the game
to provide some necessary background and explore what Valve’s developers
have said about their goals for the project in interview with myself and others,
peppered with some observations from other composers working in the video
game industry. I will then delve into the musical content of the soundtrack,
tracing a musical lineage largely inspired by zombie films as opposed to video
games, and discussing how the musical motives relate to one another while
informing the player about ongoing gameplay events. Finally, I will explore
notions of virtual identity, discussing how video games require different analytical
modes than film, while noting how the Left 4 Dead soundtrack has much to do
with the player’s understanding of their relationship to the events unfolding in
front of them.
Before proceeding with the case-study proper, it is worth formally
introducing Left 4 Dead for readers unfamiliar with the title. Left 4 Dead is a firstperson shooter franchise created by Valve Software in 2008. Its sequel was
released the following year, in 2009, though because the entirety of the content
in the first game was soon ported over to the second game, this study often
treats the two as one large release (with differentiations between the titles made
as appropriate). It was chosen for study chiefly because of how explicitly the
design team speaks (both in interviews and in the in-game commentary) about
how they utilized both motives and positional audio to inform gameplay.
Additionally, the game has been extremely influential in establishing how to

14

ensure that video games featuring cooperative play (that is, all of the players
working together) enforce acts of cooperation as part of the game design. Some
aspects of this will be described in detail later, but here it suffices to say that
even if a player chooses to play “alone,” the game creates three computercontrolled allies that assist the player along the way – a single character (avatar)
successfully navigating any one of the stages is almost impossible due to how
readily a single character is dispatched by the zombies at hand. The game’s
versus mode (in which players control the zombies as well) is also influential as
an asymmetric title, a type of game in which each team of players has completely
different sets of options (a rare feat for a first-person shooter). Lastly, the Left 4
Dead games utilize the Source engine, the same engine that powered Half-Life
2, one of the most recognized PC titles of all time, and the title that launched
Valve’s Steam digital distribution service, which today accounts for between 5070% of all PC game sales, according to a 2017 profile of Valve’s founder, Gabe
Newell.15 Other titles developed by Valve utilizing the same engine also
receiving critical acclaim are Team Fortress 2, and the Portal franchise.16

Left 4 Dead as Tribute to Zombie Cinema

Oliver Chiang, “The Master of Online Mayhem” (Forbes website, February 2011),
https://www.forbes.com/forbes/2011/0228/technology-gabe-newell-videogames-valve-onlinemayhem.html
16
Though it is outside the scope of this chapter, Team Fortress 2 is a pioneer of the free-to-play
model of gaming that Chapter 2’s League of Legends follows. That development/payment model
is discussed more both there and in the dissertation’s conclusion.
15
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Left 4 Dead is in many ways a video game tribute to the films of George Romero
and all of the B-movies and television shows about zombies that his movies
inspired.17 Gameplay in Left 4 Dead consists of a group of four players
(sometimes referred to as the “Survivors”) making their way to a safe destination
at the end of a level, defending themselves from zombie attacks as they go, as in
the brief narrative introduction to this chapter. There is no overlying narrative
explicitly delivered by way of exposition – that is, players are not told how the
zombie outbreak happened or how these four people (Bill, Zoey, Francis, and
Louis in the first game, and Rochelle, Coach, Nick, and Ellis in the sequel) came
to be travelling together before the game begins.18 Instead, the focus is on
emergent narrative occurring as the result of gameplay, which is why this chapter
began with the retelling of one such narrative.
Emergent narrative is one of the major concepts driving everything about
the game. On each playthrough of a given stage, many elements of the game
experience are randomized, including zombie spawning locations (for all types of
zombies, to be explored in detail further on), weapon types and locations, the
location (and sheer availability of) medical supplies. Even elements of the level
architecture itself are changed in real time – in Left 4 Dead 2, players who do
exceptionally well may discover a safer route through a level closed off to them,
while players struggling to make progress often have easier paths carved out –
tunnels open and close, doorways are placed in different parts of a building (that

Romero’s Night of the Living Dead and Dawn of the Dead will be discussed in detail as part of
the second section of the essay.
18 Astute players will be able to make out some of this large-scale narrative by reading messages
scrawled on the walls, but both games begin in medias res.
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then open out to longer or shorter alleyways), etc. All of these elements are
governed in real-time by something the development team terms an AI Director
(an algorithim governing such things), and the music engine for the game
receives instruction based on the Director’s choices as well. As specific musical
selections are discussed in subsequent sections of the essay, it must be kept in
mind that they are all triggered at the whim of the AI Director system during
realtime gameplay.
In an interview for the Game Audio Network Guild, Mike Morasky was
asked the following question: “Left 4 Dead and Left 4 Dead 2 both adopt a horror
movie aesthetic. While the games are not horror movies, in many ways they are
ABOUT horror movies (complete with movie posters marking each campaign).
How did film music influence your creation of the score for these games?” 19
Morasky’s response speaks first not to film music but to the goals of the game
design:
“The concept of emphasizing the player’s story over the story of the game
itself pretty quickly lent itself to the concept of ‘playing a movie,’ which is
ultimately the premise behind the game. The music in the game has
always been designed to come across as if it were the score to a horror
film. However, the stylistic basis came more from referencing the original
influences on 70’s horror films than the films themselves…”20
The movie posters that accompany each campaign, as mentioned in the
interview, appear ingame during the loading screens before each campaign
begins. They are tributes to the swarm of B-movies that followed in the wake of

Mike Morasky, “Interview with Mike Morasky” (Game Audio Network Guild, February 2011).
http://www.audiogang.org/interview-with-valves-mike-morasky/
20 Mike Morasky, e-mail interview with author, February 2011.
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Night of the Living Dead. Two of them are presented in Figure 1.1, below, to
help provide a visual reference for the aesthetic at hand.

Figure 1.1. Faux-movie posters as loading screens for Left 4 Dead and Left 4 Dead 2.

The biggest previous Valve multiplayer game, Team Fortress 2, has
relatively minimal music, primarily playing during intro and outro sequences. I
asked Morasky how the Left 4 Dead development team arrived at the decision to
include more music in the game:
For one, Mike Booth who was the lead on L4D1, was pretty adamant that
music be a bigger part of the experience than most multi-player games.
The game was originally, believe it or not, even darker than it is today and
we really wanted to amplify the sensation of danger/horror and apocalyptic
loss. With that in mind, we implemented the necessary menu music and
then some simple event based music cues, the Tank being one of the first.
The impact of those were so effective that whenever they would not
function in the game for some reason, we would get big complaints and
bug reports that the Tank was no longer as threatening or that the player
was at a disadvantage due to the lack of music. This gave us some pretty
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solid feedback that we were conceptually doing something right and we
went from there.21
Other composers I asked about the Left 4 Dead soundtrack praised the
interactive nature of the score:
…the difference between the music switching to a more tense cue when
you're fighting enemy soldiers and a horn sounding to know that one of
your teammates has been pinned and will die without your immediate help
is what makes L4D's music so important. Having a game where the music
is what alerts you to the condition of your teammates, or the inevitable
attack of monstrous zombies is incredibly innovative and has been
wonderfully satisfying to see as a composer. And generally, I think the
instrumentation and melodies themselves for the L4D series have done a
great job of letting me know that I should be panicking, or cautious, or
scared out of my wits ;) I remember when I was brand new to the game,
playing in the dark and then hearing the eerie sound of a witch crying
while a horribly haunting disembodied choir suggested a terrible fate
awaited me as I wandered through a ruined tunnel in the dark,
man, THAT is the prime example of music helping me feel what I'm pretty
sure Valve wanted me to feel.22
I've only briefly played L4D, but I did attend a talk with the Valve audio
team about their implementation of the score. I think their modular
"microscoring" method was a wonderful step forward in music
implementation, and I hope to see other games in different genres
attempting similar things. What makes it successful is that it gives
information to players that they wouldn't necessarily get from visual or
even sound design cues alone, and so even though the music is basically
wall-to-wall, players generally won't mute it for fear of missing a hint to
their next enemy.23
I have played Left 4 Dead and was very impressed by the 'functionality' of
the soundtrack from the perspective of the player. It does its job very well
in providing audio cues for incoming events, which is a lot more interesting
and dramatic than, say, having a flashing red graphic that says "Zombies
incoming!" All of L4D is sort of modeled after the horror/zombie movie
experience, so the music system fits like a glove and emulates how such
movies are scored.24

Mike Morasky, email interview with author, February 2011.
Jimmy Hinson, e-mail interview with author, February 2011
23 Wilbert Roget, II, e-mail interview with author, March 2011
24 Andrew Aversa, e-mail interview with author, February 2011
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Finally, Morasky mentions that as the game was developed, they continually
found new places to utilize informative musical cues:
…once we discovered the power of delivering "sidebands" of data to the
player via music we starting using it to solve problems where ever we
could. By doing so, we were not only solving the problem (in most cases)
but we were also adding to the value of the music in the game. We
discussed early on how much value music could add to the game and
where it should do so. As we kept adding gameplay value (as opposed to
say PR value) to the music, we saw and got feedback from players about
how valuable the music was to their experience, eventually, the
experienced players learned to use it to their advantage and would not
play without it.
This brings up an interesting point however. Not all people hear music as
consciously as others but even for players that are not noticing the music
consciously, we noticed that they will still put their backs into a corner
when a mob motif played or quickly look toward a co-player when their
"down" music played from their location. This confirmed for us some
studies showing that audio is often perceived pre-conciously by people in
intense situations and thus they can react quickly without actually
processing what they are hearing.25
Several of the remarks above draw attention to the musical cues of Left 4
Dead. Before delving right into analysis of those cues, however, it’s useful to
provide a context for the Left 4 Dead score as a whole – specifically, how it
draws much more from traditions of zombie cinema rather than traditions of video
games featuring zombies, such as Ghouls & Ghosts. Morasky hints at this
above, but an independent exploration of just how closely the game hews to the
movies is well warranted. As a result, this essay now turns to a brief history of
the music in both zombie film and zombie video games.

Zombie Tropes in Cinema and Video Games

25

Mike Morasky, e-mail interview with author, February 2011
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George Romero largely defined the modern zombie genre in film – prior to
his seminal Night of the Living Dead released in 1968, the idea of a horde of
unrelenting zombies was non-existent, with zombies relegated to religious
practices of the Caribbean, musically marked as Other (that is, non-Western) via
“the hallmarks of Western exoticism, such as pentatonic melodies and the
insistent rhythms of primitivism, or by using indigenous music such as Haitian
drumming, chants, and even Calypso.”26 Night of the Living Dead provides much
of the soundscape we hear in Left 4 Dead: extended string tremolos, stinger
chords, and a relentless pace that in 1968 redefined viewer’s expectations for
how zombies should be accompanied. Figure 1.2, below, is a transcription of the
opening of the second piece of the film, “At the Gravesite.”

Figure 1.2. Transcription of ”At the Gravesite” from Night of the Living Dead (excerpt).

26

Pedro Gonzalez-Fernandez, Communicating Fear in Film Music: A Sociophobic Analysis of Zombie Film
Soundtracks (Master’s thesis, University of Maryland, 2014), 75.
https://drum.lib.umd.edu/bitstream/handle/1903/15412/GonzalezFernandez_umd_0117N_15279.pdf
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The title music of Left 4 Dead (see Figure 1.3, below) is quite similar.27
Both pieces share extended string tremolos, multiple repetitions of a short
motive, and a generally descending melody.

Figure 1.3. Transcription of title music from Left 4 Dead.

The other film hugely influential on Left 4 Dead is the most recent reinvention of the zombie film, 28 Days Later, released in 2003 under the direction
of Danny Boyle, which gives us a quicker, more agile zombie more suited for
video games. What Left 4 Dead doesn’t cull from Night of the Living Dead
largely comes from this film instead – “Rage” from the 28 Days soundtrack, a
largely ambient track that is occasionally interrupted by violent sounds from the
guitars, seems to be the seed for the ambient tracks that form the base of nearly

Left 4 Dead 2 uses similar title music, but the vocals and strings that point toward Night of the
Living Dead are replaced with guitar, banjo, and some indeterminable mixture of wind drone
instruments (accordion, bagpipes) that recall the American South in which the game is set.
27
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all of the music in Left 4 Dead. Most telling, the theme used for the zombies on
“Tower Block” from 28 Days’ soundtrack (in Figure 1.4, below) is a series of
rising half-notes that repeats three times, moving up an octave each time.

Figure 1.4. Transcription of “Tower Block” from 28 Days Later.

This largely octatonic scale is similar to the one used in the score to Left 4
Dead. Mike Morasky, composer on the title, described the scale used in Left 4
Dead as follows:
…the scale used is fairly dense and non-tonal. Because of the number of
half steps in the series A, Bb, C, Db, (a rare D), Eb, E, F, G, Ab, the scale
provides a lot of room for variation but still retains its overall dark
tone…Also by mostly eliminating the 4th step of the scale and because
most clusters of 3 include at least one of the 5th, diminished 5th, minor
2nd or major 7th, the unsettled (uncomfortable) tendency to want to return
to the tonic helps to hold it together.”28
Morasky, in a different interview, describes the scale again:
This scale doesn't include a major second or a major sixth and deemphasizes the perfect fourth. This allows the scale to still have a tonal
center via the perfect 5th and the cluster of half-steps leading to the root.
As such, most the melodic motion is clearly rooted but doesn't have a lot
of specific directional motion making it easy to abruptly alter or end without
clear musical justification.29
Transcribing the scale described by Morasky helps make clear precisely
how influential 28 Days Later was on the production of Left 4 Dead. Figure 1.5,

Mike Morasky, email interview, February 2011.
Mike Morasky, “Interview with Mike Morasky” (Game Audio Network Guild, February 2011).
http://www.audiogang.org/interview-with-valves-mike-morasky/
28
29
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below, puts the scale Morasky describes onto sheet music for the sake of quick
comparison.

Figure 1.5. Scale utilized in composition of Left 4 Dead as described by Mike Morasky.

Finally, transposing the A pitch base of Left 4 Dead as depicted in Figure
1.5 downward to match the C# base of 28 Days Later makes the similarities
between the two immediately clear.

Figure 1.6. Transposition of Figure 1.5 to match the score of 28 Days Later as shown in Figure
1.4.

While not identical (as noted by Morasky, the Left 4 Dead scale includes
both upper and lower leading tones around A, and as a result trends towards A
as a pitch center), the octatonic representation of the Infected in Left 4 Dead
seems to be largely lifted from the score of 28 Days Later. Combining this scale
with the long stinger chords and string halos of Night of the Living Dead gives
Left 4 Dead a soundscape that truly feels like it belongs to the pantheon of
zombie cinema.
As suggested above, Left 4 Dead draws more musically from the history of
cinema than it does from the history of its own medium. What makes it
participatory in the legacy of films just outlined makes it transgressive for an
action-horror game, which largely goes about musical treatment of zombies
entirely differently. As a result, it is worth taking a brief moment to discuss the
history of horror games to highlight just how different Left 4 Dead is compared to
24

previous efforts, especially since the gameplay of Left 4 Dead (to be discussed in
detail later) owes much to these games even if that does not translate to the
score.
Prior to the release of 1997’s Resident Evil, zombies were rarely a game’s
primary antagonist. On consoles, 1985’s Ghosts N’ Goblins, by Capcom,
features a chiptune rock aesthetic that would soon be refined into the core
identity of the more famous Mega Man franchise. 1986’s Castlevania, created by
Konami, takes a different approach to the chiptune sound of the NES – composer
Michiru Yamane wrote her university thesis “based on the music of Bach, so
[she] was immersed with pretty classic yet dark music.”30 House styles of early
video game companies are a rich topic unto themselves. It will suffice to say
there that Capcom’s Mega Man franchise uses the three channels largely to
emulate a rock trio with bass, lead, and rhythm instrumentation, while Yamane
establishes the Castlevania soundtrack as understanding the same three
channel system as being the three staves of the pipe organ, coming out of her
experience with Bach (this connection to Bach extends far enough that in
Castlevania II: Belmont’s Revenge, BWV 903 is included verbatim as the
character Soleiyu’s theme).31 Mega Man 7’s Shade Man stage features a rare
public acknowledgement of the difference of soundscape between Capcom and

Michiru Yamane, in an interview from Game Developer magazine, reprinted in Gamasutra:
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/207767/A_classic_interview_with_Castlevania_composer_
Michiru_Yamane.php
31 Of course, the performance is rendered through the Game Boy chipset, giving it a unique,
harsh timbre – but it is immediately recognizeable as J.S. Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy. For more
on video game usage and appropriation of J.S. Bach, Dana Plank will have an article in a
forthcoming issue of Bach: Journal of the Riemenschneider Bach Institute on the usage of BWV
565 in game soundtracks.
30
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Konami – the music for the stage is intentionally and clearly derivative of
Castlevania’s “Bloody Tears” theme.32 The tonal language present in both has
little bearing on Left 4 Dead, but transcriptions of the two pieces are presented
below (in Figures 1.7 and 1.8, respectively) so the reader can draw that
conclusion for themselves.

Figure 1.7. Transcription of Shade Man’s Theme from Mega Man 7. 33
See this YouTube video by VGMusicologist for a full explanation, the content of which is not
replicated in this essay in order to keep this overview of gaming history brief:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCOLurDERqc
33 Shade Man transcription obtained from the archive at vgmusic.com, contributed by Jarel Jones.
32
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Figure 1.7 continued. Transcription of Shade Man’s theme from Mega Man 7.

Figure 1.8. Transcription of “Bloody Tears” from Castlevania II: Simon’s Quest.34

On the PC, the now-defunct LucasArts studio produced both Maniac
Mansion and its broadly acclaimed sequel, Day of the Tentacle. The games deal
with a large swath of science fiction horror themes, including zombies. The
music – especially in Day of the Tentacle – seems to strive for comedy instead of
horror at every turn. The game begins with a direct quote from opening of
Rossini’s William Tell Overture, but quickly has everything fall flat as if a turntable
was being slowed down before transitioning into a comic piece on synthesized

Bloody Tears transcription obtained from the archive at vgmusic.com, contributed by Michael
Martin.
34
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bassoon and percussion. It would feel as out of place as “The Gonk” in Dawn of
the Dead if the entire game’s aesthetic weren’t constructed from the same comic
cloth. Here, it (and the rest of the soundtrack, by extension) simply reads as
comical, not transgressive; as one brief example of this self-awareness, the
closing track is entitled “Stars and Slime Forever & End Titles.”
Perhaps the most influential of all games to feature zombies is Doom,
released on PC in 1993. Almost every first-person shooter can trace its lineage
back to this seminal work. Musically, Doom (and its sequel, Doom II: Hell on
Earth) has been a source of some contention regarding copyright law and
borrowing.35 In metadata for unused tracks scored for the game, the MIDI files
themselves contain the names of the albums Dirt and Facelift by Alice in Chains,
South of Heaven by Slayer, Badmotorfinger by Soundgarden, Core by Stone
Temple Pilots, and the single “Big Gun” by AC/DC36. The power and excitement
of the metal soundtrack seems to reinforce the buildup of power as the player’s
lone space marine traverses the zombie and demon-filled corridors of two bases
constructed inside the moons of Mars before travelling through a portal into Hell
itself, fighting hordes of evil creature. This power of a heroic individual is
precisely what the gameplay of Left 4 Dead attempts to turn on its head – a
process I will be unravelling and discussing in some detail further on in this
chapter.

This website lays out the similarities very convincingly via track-by-track comparison:
http://www.doomworld.com/linguica/doomcovers/
36 http://doomwiki.org/wiki/Musical_inspirations_behind_Doom's_music
35
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All of this comes before Resident Evil, which revived zombies as a primary
antagonist in video games in much the way 28 Days Later did for film. Zombies
were now not merely fodder to be leapt over or shot in passing, but real threats to
be actively dealt with. In terms of gameplay, the player’s ammunition is severely
limited to the point of making players face tough choices about when to use
firearms and therefore fight from a position of relative safety. This dynamic is
operative in Left 4 Dead to some extent – while pistols have unlimited ammo,
stronger (and far more effective) firearms are constrained. Musically, the most
memorable piece from Resident Evil is a particularly haunting rendition of
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata played incorrectly on a detuned piano; short of
that, much of the soundtrack is ambiance in an atonal, horror style:

Figure 1.9. Transcription of More Rooms from Resident Evil.37

It has even more dissonance than the Left 4 Dead soundtrack, but less of
a destination – because the ostinato figure repeats so often, the music is quickly
Transcription obtained from the archive at vgmusic.com, contributed by “Albert Wesker” (almost
certainly an alias, as that is the name of the game’s primary antagonist). Incorrectly listed on
vgmusic.com as “Guardhouse (1st floor).”
37
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relegated to the background as players explore the various spaces of the game
to the accompaniment of the music. Overall, Left 4 Dead does not draw upon
much musically from the legacy of video games. Resident Evil is closer than
previous games, but the combination of music only as background
accompaniment and such a sparse soundtrack does not allow for the game to
have a lot of musical influence on Left 4 Dead. This brief history only serves to
confirm Morasky’s assertion that the games were developed with movies in mind.
Having established the strong musical connection between film and Left 4
Dead that Morasky claimed, it bears mention that the nature of video games
brought into play a host of creative decisions of a kind film composers are not
called upon to make. One of the most vital of those decisions surrounds
Morasky’s usage of motives to provide identification of each type of zombie
encountered, while working within the confines of the scale already discussed
(reprinted below as Figure 1.10). The scale is largely octatonic, with both upper
and lower neighbors added to A and E, allowing for some sense of tonic and
dominant without adhering to traditional rules of tonality. Note that there are also
both upper and lower neighbors around D natural. This does not emphasize any
sort of fourth relationship from A to D because of how the scale is utilized, as
subsequent examples will demonstrate.

Figure 1.10. Transcription of scale used in composing Left 4 Dead.
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It may be easier to make sense of this large pitch collection not as a single
scale, but instead as two separate octatonic scale fragments that overlap in their
ranges:

Figure 1.11. Left 4 Dead scale rendered as two overlapping octatonic scale fragments.

The A through Eb (omitting the D natural) make up one octatonic
segment, as demonstrated in Figure 1.11, above. Intersecting this is second
octatonic segment of equal length, running from the previously-omitted D natural
through Ab, here omitting the Eb pitch already used in the first segment. This
understanding of the single scale as two intersecting scale fragments is notable,
as it is how the game often makes use of the scale – the second half of the
motive for the Tank (a boss character to be discussed in-depth in the next large
section of this chapter) utilizes the A-Eb pitch subset, for instance. Before
describing the boss theme in detail, however, an explanation of both the musical
system underpinning Left 4 Dead and the motives of lesser zombies are both
warranted.
Most of the time throughout gameplay, there is an ambient musical track
playing while players play through a level, and different short motives play -either on top of the “base track,” or in a few cases, replacing it entirely -- to
provide players information about some of the elements that are randomly
generated by the game during each playthrough, such as when enemies spawn
into the environment. Attentive players will notice that different musical phrases
play on top of the base track whenever one of the Special Infected zombies
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spawn. There are six such Special Infected that can spawn, and each of them
has its own motive accompanying their arrival on the map.38 These motives and
a brief description of the Special Infected they represent, are presented below in
Figures 1.12 – 1.17. A few factors unite them: each motive plays on piano if
there is no music already being played, or at a higher volume on string
instruments (as appropriate for register) if other music is present in the
environment – this is to ensure the player hears them even during busy moments
of gameplay. Lastly, unlike many of the transcriptions above, these end in
double barlines, since these are the entire cues, not merely an excerpt.

Figure 1.12. Hunter theme from Left 4 Dead. The Hunter pounces on players, pinning them to the
ground.

Figure 1.13. Jockey theme from Left 4 Dead 2. The Jockey jumps on players and directs their
movements.

Figure 1.14. Smoker theme from Left 4 Dead. The Smoker ensnares players from a distance.

Figure 1.15. Spitter theme from Left 4 Dead 2. The Spitter lobs corrosive acid from long range.

There are only three in the original Left 4 Dead; the Hunter, Smoker, and Boomer. The Jockey,
Spitter, and Charger were added in Left 4 Dead 2.
38
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Figure 1.16. Boomer theme from Left 4 Dead. The Boomer vomits on players, blinding them
before exploding near players.

Figure 1.17. Charger theme from Left 4 Dead 2. The Charger lunges at players, running them
into walls and off cliffs if he grabs them.

Two of these spawning motives utilize pitches the others do not: the
Hunter and Boomer motives contain C, Db, one of either D (Hunter) or Eb
(Boomer), E, and F. This similarity of pitch class among these motives was
originally a way to separate those two Special Infected from the Smoker – for
reasons of gameplay hinted at in the above descriptions, players prefer to fight
both Hunter and Boomer from a distance, but the Smoker up close. The three
Special Infected added to Left 4 Dead 2 by definition complicate this process of
discernment, and they specifically obfuscate the Smoker’s arrival. All three of the
newer Special Infected motives contain (at least) G, Ab, and A – the three
pitches of the Smoker’s motive. This makes the Smoker more difficult to readily
identify in the sequel.
Study of the six motives will reveal that there are a number of ways to
separate pairs or trios of them out. For instance, if a player makes a decision on
what is spawning solely on the basis of pitch register, then it follows that the
Hunter and the Spitter share a relatively high register compared to the others; the
Boomer and the Charger share the low register, and finally the Jockey and the
Smoker motives are readily identifiable as in the middle register relative to the
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other four. If instead the player is focused on the harmonic rhythm of the notes,
then the Hunter, Smoker, and Spitter are all slower relative to the quick eighth
notes of the Jockey, Boomer, and Charger motives, with the Smoker standing out
as the absolute slowest since the Smoker motive is the only one to begin with a
half note. These relationships between the six motives are shown in Table 1,
below.
Table 1: Relationships between Spawning Motives in Left 4 Dead 2
Pitch Collection
Pitch Register
Harmonic Rhythm
Preferred Engagement
Range

Hunter

Jockey

Smoker

Spitter

Boomer

Charger

C-F
High
Slow

G-Bb
Middle
Fast

G-Bb
Middle
Slow

G-Bb
High
Slow

C-F
Low
Fast

G-Bb
Low
Fast

Far

Far

Close

Close

Far

Far

Note that one category has been added to the bottom of the table: the
range at which the Survivors (that is, the players) should engage each given
type. This is largely intuitive. Because the Hunter, Jockey, and Charger must all
close to point-blank melee range to do any damage, it is better to shoot them
from far away.39 Similarly, the Smoker and Spitter have extremely long range
attacks; in order to fight them most effectively, players should strive to take that
advantage away by closing the distance between them.
What stands out immediately is how similar the Boomer and Charger
motives are.40 Both are in the low register, both begin with eighth notes, and
players want to respond the in the same fashion regardless of which motive they
identify. Both motives also contain the same intervals – the Charger motive often
The Boomer’s range is farther than the three just listed, but not by enough to warrant different
treatment – and because the Boomer explodes upon death, it’s never preferable to stand next to
one.
40 Again, each of these motives appears notated in Figures 1.12 through 1.17 – the reader should
feel free to refer back to them at their convenience.
39
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moves in contrary motion to the Boomer motive, so a minor second up in the
Boomer motive (from C to Db) becomes a minor second downward in the
Charger motive (from Ab to G). This similarity of intervallic content, not fully
captured in Table 1, immediately overcomes the difference of pitch collection.
Until the fifth note, identifying one from the other while preoccupied with the other
tasks required of play is quite difficult. This may be why the Charger yells
powerfully just before striking – to help players make final identification in the
moments before they are slammed into a wall.
At a glance, the chart makes it appear that the Jockey would also be quite
closely related to the Boomer and the Charger, but both pitch and intervallic
content of the Jockey motive overlap so conspicuously with the Smoker that the
similarities to the Boomer and the Charger fade to the background. Because the
eighth notes in the Jockey motive continually hammer away at the Ab, it is quite
difficult to differentiate between the Jockey motive and the Smoker motive, which
opens with a half note on both Ab and A natural – a sonority reached twice by the
Jockey theme as it chromatically navigates around an Ab central pitch. Unlike
the similarity between the Boomer and the Charger, this difficulty in identifying
the two themes from one another makes the game much more difficult; because
the player’s desired engagement range is not the same for the Jockey and the
Smoker, identification between Jockey and Smoker is much more vital than
identification between Boomer and Charger. Finally, of all of the added Special
Infected, the Jockey (who functions essentially as a weaker Hunter) has much
less of a niche than the Spitter (who prevents players from grouping in a single
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location) or the Charger (who is more durable than the others, and displaces a
group moving as a single unit). One wonders again if obfuscating the Smoker is
one of the functions the Charger is designed to perform.
The Hunter and Spitter have similar motives as well, and this too feels
intended by design, as having two high register motives that require different
gameplay decisions similarly serves to make gameplay more difficult by requiring
more attention on the part of the players. Ultimately, players must navigate a
mental version of the chart above, using a variety of factors to whittle down the
possible choices to a single answer.

Player, Avatar, and Identity
Musical timbres and motives, and the relationships between them thus
work to situate this game within the horror genre. Specifically, I have argued that
it belongs to the genre of horror films and has relatively little to do with video
games. I turn now away from analysis of the music toward analysis of that
music’s implementation into the final product – a consideration uniquely
complicated for video games relative to other multimedia. This includes
discussion of how the player responds to various implementations of game music
to establish multiple levels of identity between player and avatar during the
course of play.
There are certainly some fundamental differences between video games
and film. One of these differences “between the films and games is the context
within which a piece of music is used. In film there are two basic possibilities:
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diegetic and non-diegetic. That is to say, film music can either be provided in the
context of the events of the film (the band playing the music in the Mos Eisley
cantina sequence of Star Wars), or music can occur outside of any context for
the characters, only heard by the audience (the orchestral music heard as Luke
Skywalker looks out at the sunset on Tatooine, from the same film). This binary
is not readily sustained in Left 4 Dead, where music not only may (or may not)
exist from the perspective of the player-characters, but also may (or may not)
have a specific spatial source location inside of the game space as opposed to
coming into a player’s “head” (that is, the speakers/headphones) with no spatial
source within the virtual game space.41
From the perspective of the player, all pre-recorded video game sound is
schizophonic – it comes out of speakers instead of from the original source. As
Morasky suggests, games challenge Schaefer’s notion of the word “original”
more powerfully than other media because of this. Sorting out what counts as
diegetic and non-diegetic if we understand those terms in the context of how they
are usually treated in film immediately requires a number of concessions to be
made. For example, the Special Infected motives examined previously all sound
from specific locations in the three-dimensional game space – the sound of a
Boomer spawning may play for one character but not for another, dependent
upon their proximity to the Boomer’s location. Similarly, each one of the four
players will hear the cue that plays when a Smoker ensnares an ally at a different
volume level based on their proximity to the ensnared player.

Mike Morasky, “Interview with Mike Morasky” (Game Audio Network Guild, February 2011).
http://www.audiogang.org/interview-with-valves-mike-morasky/
41
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The question at hand is this: How do we understand those motives in the
context of the game given the above information? Is the music diegetic because
it has a source within the game space? Is it non-diegetic because the player
characters do not hear it? Furthermore, if all of the music worked in this fashion,
that would be one thing: the Tank motive, introduced but left relatively unexplored
in the previous section, has no geographic source in the game world like the
other Special Infected do but instead is always heard directly in the “head” of the
player. How do we go about understanding this?
First we must break down the relationship between the player (that is, the
person wearing headphones, moving a mouse around and clicking when the
center of the monitor has a zombie in front of it) and the player-character (that is,
Bill, Zoey, Francis, Louis, etc). Most of the time, players are invited to focus on a
virtual identity; as game scholar James Paul Gee puts it, “one’s identity as a
virtual character in a virtual world.”42 This perspective of “player as avatar” works
in Left 4 Dead because gunfire, zombie attacks, and cries from fellow Survivors
are all positionally understood from the perspective of the avatar (Zoey, for
example), and one assumes the player is simply hearing what the avatar (the
Survivor) hears.43 Similarly, the first-person camera invites players to inhabit the
avatar as well, since they see through the character’s eyes.
That is not to say that complicated notions of identity as they relate
between player and avatar are unique to first-person gaming (and certainly not to

James Paul Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning and Literacy (New
York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007), 49.
43 Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us, 49.
42
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Left 4 Dead specifically), nor is it always audio by which these issues are brought
to the forefront. The early releases in the Super Mario Bros. franchise suggest
that a number of the games never actually take place from Mario’s perspective:
the story of Super Mario Bros. 2 as printed in the instruction manual (see Figure
1.18, below) is that Mario travels to a land much like one that presented itself in a
dream.

Figure 1.18. Instruction manual from Super Mario Bros. 2.

The residents of Subcon note that “The curse Wart has put on you in the
real world will not have any effect upon you here.” Upon completing the game, it
is suggested (but not explicitly confirmed) that the curse the manual is talking
about is that Mario never actually woke up from the dream in the fashion
suggested by the manual, but instead was in fact dreaming the entire time. The
entire game is Mario’s dream – whether or not that dream ever had real
consequences is left up to the player to decide:
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Figure 1.19. Screenshot of ending to Super Mario Bros. 2. Captured by author.

Furthermore, in Super Mario Bros. 3, the entire visual aesthetic is
designed around the idea that the game is not actually taking place – that is to
say, Bowser has not actually kidnapped Princess Peach – but instead the
characters from the Mario franchise are being utilized to put on an elaborate
theatrical performance orchestrated by Nintendo’s game designers that involves
Bowser having kidnapped Princess Peach to which the player is the intended
audience. The difference is subtle but crucial to understanding how the
relationship between the player manipulating the controls and the avatar (Mario,
in this case) is understood. Shigeru Miyamoto himself has directly confirmed this
interpretation of the game via a video posted to Twitter, but even without that
confirmation, it does not take a giant leap to reach this understanding as a
popular Internet meme image makes clear.44

44

I have been unable to determine an original source for the Internet meme in Figure 1.21. It is
mentioned in a Kotaku article on the subject of SMB3 as a play alongside Miyamoto’s confirmation, and
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Figure 1.20. Internet meme describing Super Mario Bros. 3 as a stage play.

These types of interpretations can be applied to Left 4 Dead as well. Some of the
Left 4 Dead soundtrack is schizophonic to Gee’s “player as avatar” model of

they also acknowledge that the picture in question has been “floating around the Internet” for years.
https://kotaku.com/miyamoto-confirms-that-super-mario-bros-3-was-a-play-1729805751
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“virtual identity,” since the player avatars can identify a cause for playback but
not a geographical source for said sound. The Tank’s theme, for instance,
functions in this manner. The Tank cue plays whenever the Tank boss creature is
active in the game, but without a positional source – the theme is mixed to the
front center of the player’s audio regardless of where they are relative to the
Tank. In addition, the Tank’s theme, “although large and foreboding, was
specifically written and mixed such that his large footsteps are audible.” 45 This
approach highlights the fact that the music of Left 4 Dead is always intended to
interact with gameplay, as mentioned in the introduction.
If, following Gee’s model, one shifts the emphasis on the relationship
between player and avatar to the player – that is again, a real-world person
sitting at a computer desk instead of Zoey fighting hordes of zombies – then the
Tank’s theme is slightly easier to process.46 In this real-world lens of “player as
avatar,” the Tank triggers a certain specter of a ludic acousmêtre – that is to say,
players (again, now conceptually separated from their avatars) understand the
Tank as merely a trigger serving to turn on the music generated not by anything
within the environment but by the unseen, all-powerful AI Director (discussed
above) governing all randomized elements of gameplay. This new term, “ludic
acousmêtre,” is an extension of Chion’s acousmêtre, originally referring to a film
character who derives mysterious powers from being heard but not seen, such
as the Wizard of Oz prior to Dorothy seeing behind the curtain.47 Here in Left 4

Mike Morasky, email interview with author, February 2001.
James Paul Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us, 49-50.
47 This definition and example are paraphrased from the edited excerpt of Michel Chion’s AudioVision located here: http://filmsound.org/chion/metre.htm
45
46
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Dead, the AI Director gains a certain supernatural status within the video game
equal to that of the player, where both influence events that take place inside the
game space. This reference to something outside the game world transfers back
to the Tank character itself, who gains a supernatural status during gameplay
(functioning, perhaps, as the avatar of the AI Director), as player perspective and
avatar perspective are reconciled with one another.
This supernatural status is well-suited to the Tank, who is the only Special
Infected that has a realistic chance of eliminating an entire team of four players
without significant support from other Special Infected. This status is directly
reflected in gameplay as well; when facing Special Infected other than the Tank,
the typical strategy for a group of players is to charge forward relatively quickly to
ensure that they encounter a minimum number of Special Infected as they make
their way through the level as quickly as possible (preventing more zombies from
continuously spawning). However, the Tank is impossible to defeat in a headson encounter; therefore, experienced players will assume a defensive position
from which to engage the powerful Tank upon hearing his musical theme –
which plays not when the Tank spawns, but when the Tank becomes aware of
the presence of the players and engages them in combat. The presence of a
Tank completely changes the gamestate, encouraging completely different
gameplay and warranting a complete change of music.
The Tank theme is musically unique as well: the theme is much longer
than the other Special Infected motives (a point emphasized by word choice
here; the Tank has a “theme” while the others have merely a “motive”). Similarly,
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unlike the other Special Infected motives, the Tank theme is played on brass and
full strings, with harmony on piano above in the second half of the piece – again,
a full musical piece, not merely a short melodic phrase. Additionally, the Tank
theme (see Figure 1.21, below) is the only piece of music to directly reference
other pieces of in-game audio – the theme begins the same as the mob motive
on the same three ominous notes. However, the Tank is identified as the larger
threat by the immediate entrance of the drums; by comparison, the mob motive
begins with an unaccompanied instrumental solo, marking an encounter with a
mob as a less intense event than a fight with a Tank. The second half of the
Tank theme, played on strings, is an expansion of the three-note death motive
that plays when the players perish at the hands of the zombies – the Eb, Bb, and
A that are followed by changes of pitch direction.

Figure 1.21. Tank theme melody from Left 4 Dead.

There is one other significant musical moment for which the player avatar
is not the point of reference for the music heard during play. The Witch – the
other “boss” Special Infected, alongside the Tank just discussed -- appears at
first as a shriveled up figure crying on the ground.48 If players get too close to the
Witch, shine their flashlights on her, shoot her, or interact with her in any way,

Left 4 Dead 2 introduces the mobile, roaming Witch – the same ideas of avoidance via use of
audio cue apply there as well, but her mobility makes the task much more difficult.
48
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she charges the player responsible for startling her and immediately
incapacitates the offender, usually killing them outright. The Witch points toward
the final piece of Gee’s characterization of player and avatar – what Gee
describes as a “projective identity, playing on two senses of the word ‘project,’
meaning both ‘to project one’s values and desires onto the virtual character…’
and ‘seeing the virtual character as one’s own project in the making…whom I
imbue with a certain trajectory through time defined by my aspirations for what I
want that character to be and become…”49 Specifically, encountering a Witch
presents players with a choice of gameplay that the player must navigate; for all
of the other Special Infected, there exists an ideal solution to the event. Boomers
should be shot from long range, Smokers should be rushed down and cornered,
etc. The Witch encounter has two separate, successful solutions, and each of
them begins with recognizing her musical cue.
Long before players see the Witch, her unique piece of music will begin to
play. The volume and number of layers in the music increase as Survivors
approach her (and similarly diminish as player distance from the Witch increases,
should they reverse direction).50 At this point, the Witch exists in a dormant, nonviolent state, and players may utilize the music and the sound of the Witch crying
as a means by which to avoid her completely – this is one of the two ideal cases.
The other is that if players can sneak up behind her (again by utilizing music and
James Paul Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us, 50. Note that Gee’s “projective
identity” is usually understood in the context of games allowing for much more player choice,
such as The Elder Scrolls or Arcanum (the example used in the book).
50 Because the gameplay resultant from the Witch’s music is almost completely based on the
changing volume and number of layers as player distance from the Witch increases and
decreases, to a large extent it does not matter what notes are played. As a result, I do not
present a transcription of the Witch theme.
49
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cry as a means of establishing her position), unloading an upgraded shotgun
directly into the back of the head of the Witch will instantly defeat her, bypassing
the “startled” state described above.
Which solution a player chooses will depend on the relationship the
player has built with their avatar – for example, do they understand Zoey (or Ellis,
Rochelle, etc) as someone who carries a shotgun (instead of a semi-automatic or
sniper rifle, neither of which will allow for the second, quicker solution to the
Witch encounter) in the first place? If so, do they understand the avatar as
someone who attempts to kill the Witch in order to prevent accidentally waking
her as they combat other zombies? This projective identity combined with an
understanding of player and avatar as independent entities is “both active (the
player actively does things) and reflexive, in the sense that once the player has
made some choices about the virtual character, the virtual character is now
developed in a way that sets certain parameters about what the player can now
do. The virtual character redounds back on the player and affects his or her
future actions.”51

Conclusion
Left 4 Dead is, in sum, a remarkable and forceful example of how a development
team can communicate meaningful information about upcoming gameplay
through the music, encouraging players to listen attentively. While the

51

Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us, 53-54.
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soundtrack is firmly grounded in the pantheon of horror cinema, the ways in
which music is used both to convey gameplay information and the notion of
challenging the player’s understanding of their relationship to an avatar are
rooted in the history of video games. Mike Morasky concluded his interview
responses by writing that communicative music has proven to be “a powerful tool
to have in the kit but it has to be right for the specific game…"52 This hints at
something that may seem cynical at first glance, but is ultimately a reality true of
all commercial development teams: game design is often about solving problems
efficiently for the minimal amount of financial input, so that the companies who
make these games can profit from their sales.
While communicative music was a great solution to the challenges Left 4
Dead presented, it is not a realistic solution for all games by any means;
similarly, the techniques applied here were done so precisely because they
solved a design problem, not because the technique is necessarily incredible
removed from this context. The notion of positional audio is by its nature
constrained to games in which the player has some frame of reference in the
game world to inhabit. Musical themes in relation with one another is a far more
wide-reaching concept, but those relationships do not out of necessity
communicate gameplay information to players.
Not all communicative audio is designed for players explicitly, however.
Games continue to branch out toward new audiences – spectating the games of
other players is quickly picking up pace via sites such as Twitch.tv, and music

52

Mike Morasky, email interview with the author, February 2011.
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has a lot to say to those spectators as well. Advanced players who know a game
inside and out can utilize the music as a means to communicate extremely
specific information without resorting to extremely complex jargon, often in ways
never explicitly intended by the developers. These and other topics will be
explored in the chapters to follow.

48

Chapter 2
Using Sonic Domains to
Communicate to Spectators in
Competitive Multiplayer Games

49

Clustering and Categorizing Information
The previous chapter described how music can be used to inform
gameplay in the moment, helping players quickly react to a high-pressure
situation. The prose thus far largely assumes that those reactions are welltrained in players -- in other words, while that information might make a great
player out of a good one, if a player has no idea how to effectively combat a
Boomer in the first place, knowing that one is coming does not help as much.
How, then, do players develop this knowledge base of successful game
behaviors, and then generalize them so that experience playing one game
effectively transfers to another? Audio has a role to play here as well, and the
present chapter focuses on how sound design can help facilitate quick
understanding of vast amounts of information thanks to categorizations of sound
that have remained consistent for decades, across many genres. Using classic
platforming games, I begin by describing a number of situations in which
seemingly specific elements of gameplay are meant to inform players of a
broader concept. Following that overview of games, I discuss how similarities
across multiple musical themes present a strong argument for a common
understanding of musical categorization that transcends any single company
style. Finally, I present a case study of a modern video game whose popularity
belies its complexity, arguing that League of Legends is popular as a spectator
sport (or “esport,” as nomenclature begins to firmly settle) in part because of how
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broad categorizations of sound help new players and spectators process
remarkable amounts of information efficiently and effectively.
This chapter describes and analyzes specific gameplay situations,
breaking apart their ludic components from the musical choices that accompany
them. For the sake of clarity, I present two different sets of semiotic vocabulary
to help more readily differentiate between the two, making it clear when the intent
is to discuss gameplay, and when instead the focus is on audio. Robert
Gjerdingen’s use of the word “schema” to describe “a particular repertory of stock
[musical] phrases employed in conventional sequences” speaks to gameplay
eloquently, and I employ it in that fashion below. 53 For discussing the audio,
especially with regard to how League of Legends organizes sound effects, this
chapter introduces a new term to the large body of musicological research
involving semiotic categories. The term “domain” – such as “healing domain” or
“visual domain” – is borrowed from the 3rd edition of the Dungeons and Dragons
Player’s Handbook.54 The more common usage of “domain” speaks to a
geographical boundary as well, another means by which theme groups have
been defined throughout gaming history, to be explored later on in this essay.
This cross-over of utilizing terms from musicology to describe gameplay and
terms from gaming to describe music speaks to the bonds that hold multimodal
entertainment together. This discussion begins with to a quick overview of how
classic platforming games instructed players without significant experience

Robert Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 6.
Jonathan Tweet and Andy Collins, Dungeons & Dragons Player’s Handbook v.3.5 (Renton,
WA: Wizards of the Coast, 2012), 32.
53
54
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playing games, before turning towards other genres and titles in which designers
expected players to begin with certain sets of prior knowledge from having
played other games.
Super Mario Bros., the pack-in title for the Nintendo Entertainment
System, has sold approximately 40 million copies, which ranks it among the best
selling video games of all time.55 As the first modern video game in myriad ways
(it was the first platforming game with a scrolling screen, the first game many
people played in their homes, the first entry in what today is a globally
recognizable franchise), it was unable to rely on a gamer’s previous experience,
and instead had to communicate via game design alone. From the perspectives
of both game design and musical composition, the influence of Super Mario Bros.
cannot be overstated; similarly, the contributions to those fields by Shigeru
Miyamoto (game designer) and Koji Kondo (composer) respectively is difficult to
measure. Super Mario Bros. is also the first video game to have a scholarly book
exclusively dedicated to the study of its music, establishing its importance to the
field of ludomusicology.56
Super Mario Bros. thus serves as an ideal starting point for a discussion of
gameplay elements that help inform a player’s future experience for both
recurring elements in Super Mario Bros. and all of the games that rely on the
information it conveys. Here, I argue that how information is presented is as
Official sales data appropriately sourced for scholarly publication are notoriously difficult to
obtain, but this 40 million figure has been used by Kotaku, The Guardian, and others – I feel
comfortable citing it here. It bears mention that the 40 million figure counts only NES cartridges
sold – if one were to account for all re-releases of the game for newer platforms, the figure is
estimated closer to 60 million.
56 Andrew Schartmann, Koji Kondo’s Super Mario Bros. Soundtrack (New York: Bloomsbury,
2015).
55
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important as the information itself, something that Shigeru Miyamoto, designer
for the original Super Mario Bros. knew well.
For instance, in the second full screen of Super Mario Bros. (with the first
being empty space for the purpose of telling the player to move to the right),
there is a single Goomba, an evil mushroom, preceding some question mark
blocks. Unlike the previous example, there’s no need to visualize in advance –
please refer to Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1. Second screen of Super Mario Bros. stage 1-1

As Miyamoto himself points out in an interview commemorating the 30 th
anniversary of the game (promoting Super Mario Maker, to be discussed in the
next chapter), players will experiment with the “?” blocks, the symbol itself inviting
the player’s curiosity, and the first one yields a coin. 57 Satisfied with the result,
the player hits the second one, and a powerup mushroom emerges. Today,
Mario is ubiquitous enough that even non-players understand that the mushroom
(so-shaped as a nod to “Alice in Wonderland”) makes Mario larger. First-time
players, however, might decide that since the first object they encountered – the

The full interview with Miyamoto is available at this YouTube link, and is highly recommended:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRGRJRUWafY
57
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Goomba (also mushroom shaped) – was bad, then this should be avoided as
well. The geography of the stage is carefully constructed so that none but the
most expert players can avoid the power-up mushroom after it rebounds off of
the pipe and heads to the player. Future games (both in the Mario franchise and
otherwise) rarely went to this sort of effort to educate their players, and they
largely don’t need to – instead, they operate on the assumption that players are
familiar with this particular moment in Super Mario Bros.
Similarly, the first bottomless pit in Super Mario Bros. has a special
affordance attached to it. As players move to jump over the pit, a player jumping
too early such that the arc of their jump will send them sailing into the pit (see
Figure 2.2a below) will be miraculously saved! Their jump arc will be cut short
thanks to an invisible block (see Figure 2.2b) that will bounce the player back to
the ground before the pit. That invisible block intentionally contains an extra life
– the very thing they’ll need to try again should they fail.58

Figure 2.2a.
Figure 2.2b.
Before and after hitting the first invisible block in Super Mario Bros.

This connection between the hidden extra life and the pit is explored alongside the rest of this
stage’s design in Extra Credits’ Design Club series of videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZH2wGpEZVgE
58
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Again, other games rarely make such affordances, because they simply
don’t need to go to as extraordinary an effort. They instead rely on a player’s
built up experience to facilitate quick understanding of a given schema. Consider
the far steeper difficulty curves of the Ninja Gaiden or Castlevania franchises, for
instance. Having navigated a pit once, the player quickly builds up a general
familiarity with the “pit” schema writ large – a stock game mechanic that arises in
all sorts of different contexts across a wide swath of video games in conventional
sequences, to paraphrase Gjerdingen.59 Anecdotally, this mirrors the
progression of the first two Suzuki piano books – students begin with “Lightly
Row,” which introduces the Alberti bass figure in the left hand, and progress to
the more complex “A Short Story” or Kuhlau’s Sonatina in C, op. 55 no. 1 in the
second, both of which require the player to be able to perform that Alberti bass
figure originally introduced in the first Suzuki piano book. Players who “look
ahead” in the method books are likely to be frustrated, and the same holds true
of games (especially if a game player utilizes a cheat device such as a Game
Genie to skip straight to the most difficult sections).
This is by no means to say that video games after Super Mario Bros. quit
teaching players via their game mechanics. These schema simply allow for a
wide variety of video games to exist in conversation with one another. For
instance, Mega Man 3 opens by inviting the player to choose one of eight
separate stages (Megaman himself, controlled by the player, occupies the center

Robert Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 6.
Originally the line reads “a hallmark of the galant style was a particular repertory of stock musical
phrases employed in conventional sequences.”
59
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square in Figure 2.3 below), and each of them has something different to teach
the player:

Figure 2.3. Screen capture of stage select screen from Mega Man 3.

The eight bosses blocking the way to Dr. Wily’s fortress are visible – each
of the stages inhabited by those boss characters highlights a single gameplay
element or schema. Magnet Man’s stage features disappearing (and
reappearing) blocks. Hard Man’s stage begins with a series of traps that are
triggered as Mega Man passes over them. Top Man’s stage includes spinning
platforms, Shadow Man’s stage is designed around spiked floors and obscured
vision of them, Spark Man’s stage features platforms that rocket upwards (into a
spiked ceiling) when the player lands on them, Gemini Man’s stage teaches
players about how the game’s physics change when Mega Man is underwater,
Needle Man’s stage teaches players about sliding through series of punching
needles with proper timing, and Snake Man’s stage features rising cloud
platforms that move erratically.
Many of these gameplay elements return in Dr. Wily’s fortress, which
forms a set of final stages. Because players must have completed all of the
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previous stages in order to arrive at the Skull Fortress, the game can and does
assume that players have knowledge of all of the gameplay elements previously
taught. In the first stage of the fortress, spiked floors are now combined both
with underwater sections and with disappearing blocks, forcing players to
assimilate the knowledge gleaned by successfully completing the Gemini Man,
Magnet Man, and Shadow Man stages. Similarly, many elements, or schema,
are featured in other Mega Man games as well, so players coming to Mega Man
3 having played the first and second games will already be aware of many of
these gameplay elements. Specifically, underwater physics and disappearing
blocks are in every single Mega Man game.60
When Mega Man X launched for the Super Nintendo, in addition to having
eight stages teaching players one specific gameplay concept, the game first
requires players to complete an introductory stage. This compulsory first stage
(before allowing the player to choose a stage) helps educate players about basic
obstacle types, such as the “pit” schema, the “ladder” schema, and other
concepts such as X’s new ability to kick off of walls. 61

Musical Domains in Japanese Role-Playing Games
The Mega Man franchise demonstrates that these associations using
various gameplay schema are common even in fast-paced action platformer
games. In slower-paced games, these considerations can take music into

The first Mega Man game does not change Mega Man’s underwater jumping physics nearly as
much – that particular gameplay pattern was established in Mega Man 2.
61 I say “new” because X, the playable character in the Mega Man X series, has this ability while
Megaman, the character from the Mega Man series on NES does not.
60
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account. Individual events (such as walking through a town) take minutes in a
Japanese-style role-playing game (henceforth the common abbreviation JRPG
will be used), where they may take only split-seconds in Mario or Mega Man.
This extra time allows players to listen attentively to the music, and as a result,
the JRPG serves as a useful genre to examine how musical theme-types are
ascribed to specific types of gameplay. At its most basic level, almost every
JRPG from the original Final Fantasy to Bravely Default contains a number of
similar situations requiring specific types of music: a track to be played when in a
town, a track to be played as the characters wander the world map (field music),
a track to be played when characters are in combat, etc. The potential list of
definable theme groups is very large. This essay explores three such groups indepth.
An examination of themes from nine titles -- the first six Final Fantasy
titles, Golden Sun and Golden Sun: The Lost Age, and Bravely Default – makes
clear a number of similarities. These were chosen to create a number of
representative sample groups. The Final Fantasy series is the most
recognizable franchise in the Japanese role-playing genre, and the history the
franchise builds up internally merits analysis. The Golden Sun games were
selected because there is no original Square Enix-published JRPG in the
traditional style on the Game Boy Advance portable system. As a result, the two
games bridge that gap while demonstrating that the trends I will be exploring
transcend a single developer. Lastly, Bravely Default is specifically constructed
as a throwback to the “golden age” of the Japanese role-playing game, with
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many elements from early Final Fantasy games absent from modern titles (such
as a plot focused around four elemental crystals) returning.
There are many similarities between musical pieces accompanying the
same activities in each of the JRPG titles just introduced. This brief analysis will
proceed by introducing one exemplar for each category of activity (field music,
combat music, etc.) and then comparing it to others in the same group.
Beginning with the field music tracks from each game, Figure 2.4, below, is a
piano reduction (excerpted) of “Horizon of Light and Shadow,” the field music
theme from Bravely Default.
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Figure 2.4. Transcription of “Horizon of Light and Shadow,” from Bravely Default (excerpt).

“Horizon of Light and Shadow” is an exemplar for the field schema. It
contains all of the elements common to many of the field music pieces under
discussion. First and foremost, the melodic line contains a repeating sequence
highlighted in yellow in Figure 2.4 above. The sequence descends from C, to A,
and then down to F# (though the pitch jumps upwards to maintain the register,
it’s still a shift downward along the chord progression). The piece has a march
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tempo (quarter note equals 120), and its primary theme is orchestrated as a
march with percussion, fittingly underscoring the player’s march across a field.
Lastly, the use of woodwinds (compared to combat music, to be discussed
shortly) as lead instruments hints at the pastoral, suggesting a more peaceful
accompaniment than the bellowing brass and loud guitars of combat.
The other games largely feature field music with these elements as well,
though some license must be given in understanding the chiptune melody as a
woodwind sound in the case of Final Fantasy III. The idea of understanding field
music as a march is further reinforced by the remastering of the original Final
Fantasy soundtrack to add driving percussion to the field music when the game
was ported to modern platforms. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 provide other examples of
field music in this style, with figures repeated in sequence highlighted in yellow. 62

Readers should be advised that the games transcribed in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 are for NES, with
chiptune sound on two square wave channels and one triangle wave (usually the bass) –
therefore, any other instruments listed are the author’s interpretations of those sounds
(sometimes influenced by future remakes of the games).
62
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Figure 2.5. Transcription of “Main Theme,” from Final Fantasy.63
This title refers to the first game in the franchise – as readers will shortly discover, the title
“main theme” should not be taken to mean that this theme recurs in any other title within the Final
Fantasy franchise.
63
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Figure 2.6. Transcription of “Eternal Wind,” from Final Fantasy III (excerpt).
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The sequences allow the player to hear the melody making progress
along a given path, which mirrors exactly what the player is doing with the
characters when these tracks play. Similarly, it should come as no surprise that
many of the themes are very march-like, with walkable tempos and little
syncopation. The marches reinforce the sense that the player is travelling, and
specifically, travelling by foot – marching -- since vehicles warrant their own
musical track not under discussion here.
The musical tracks that play while the player is inside a town display a
similar consistency. They all avoid complex harmonies, and nearly all of them
contain a concentration of diatonic stepwise motion, resulting in something that
sounds less adventurous than the field themes. The town theme in Final Fantasy
II transcribed in Figure 2.7 is an exemplar of this category -- the melody travels
the complete diatonic scale before doing anything else. Similarly, the bass line
travels down the scale to the fourth degree, then simply moves upward to scale
degree five, followed by a leap to the tonic starting point:
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Figure 2.7. Transcription of “Main Theme,” from Final Fantasy II (excerpt).

As demonstrated in the foregoing example, town music does not contain
the sequences of field music. Instead, there is more repetition, which leads to
both shorter track lengths and a heightened sense of comfort. These town tracks
don’t develop significantly, even in remasters assigning modern instrumentation
to chiptune sounds (the town theme for Final Fantasy II, above, is set to flute
accompanied by fingerpicked lute/guitar). The first town theme of Golden Sun (in
Figure 2.8, below) opens with a descending scalar passage, the inverse of Final
Fantasy II above; even when a town theme contains more leaps than these two
(see Figure 2.9, below), the piece is still largely diatonic, making players feel safe
at home.
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Figure 2.8. Transcription of Theme of Vale, from Golden Sun.64

No official soundtrack exists for Golden Sun, so this track title (and subsequent track titles from
the Golden Sun franchise) is simply a descriptor -- hence the lack of quotation marks.
64
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Figure 2.9. Transcription of “Kids Run Through the City Corner,” from Final Fantasy VI.
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The combat music for these games is vastly different from the other two
types. Combat tracks tend to have a large amount of syncopation, and they
usually have much faster tempos as well. Many of the themes with modern
instrumentation fall cleanly into a rock/metal genre far removed from the style of
the concert hall, even when they include a string complement or other orchestral
timbres alongside drums and synths. The Golden Sun franchise makes this
especially clear. Issac’s combat theme plays as the main combat theme of the
first game, and an optional combat track in the sequel (if Issac is made the party
leader). Unlike the tracks above, this combat theme is meant to sound like an
progressive rock ensemble, and makes full use of a programmable computer’s
ability to play extremely complex rhythms (see the first measure of Figure 2.10,
below). The remainder of the theme is nearly as unrelenting. Players hear
combat music more than most other music in the game; as a result, the combat
tracks are often longer, as the transcriptions in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 suggest.
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Figure 2.10. Transcription of Issac’s battle theme, from Golden Sun (excerpt).
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Figure 2.10 continued. Transcription of Issac’s battle theme, from Golden Sun (excerpt).
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Jenna’s combat music from Golden Sun: The Lost Age, while slower and
more controlled than Issac’s theme, still hails from the same combat domain as
Issac’s music above. The piece opens with a percussion solo that does not
translate well to Western notation, thanks to some stereo panning tricks that
place drums at the far left and right ends of the soundscape. Following that
introduction (which Figure 2.11 below does not attempt to notate), the piece
settles into a syncopated rhythm pattern that drives the rest of the piece. While it
lacks the sheer speed of Issac’s theme, the leaps and rhythmic complexity
clearly mark it as separate from town and field themes.
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Figure 2.11. Transcription of Jenna’s combat theme, from Golden Sun: The Lost Age (excerpt).

Other combat themes display similar syncopations. In Final Fantasy VI,
the organ is used to signify both progressive rock and villainy (in cinematic
tradition). These combat themes are often the most-heard themes of their
respective games, and so they are often slightly longer and more complex,
perhaps partly as an effort to make repeated listening more palatable. Note the
shifting timbres of the Final Fantasy VI boss theme (the entirety of which is
transcribed in Figure 2.12, below) to mask multiple hearings of the same piece.
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Figure 2.12. Transcription of “The Decisive Battle” from Final Fantasy VI.
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Figure 2.12 continued. Transcription of “The Decisive Battle,” from Final Fantasy VI.
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Figure 2.12 continued. Transcription of “The Decisive Battle” from Final Fantasy VI.

Communicating to Spectators in League of Legends
I turn now away from full pieces of music towards sound design, in which
many sound effects for Japanese role-playing games are also grouped into
specific domains. The Cure line of spells (Cure, Cura, Curaga, in ascending
order of strength), which heals player characters, sounds similarly across
multiple games. Figure 2.14 demonstrates one instance of a healing spell’s
sound:

Figure 2.13. Sound effect accompanying the “Cura” spell, from Final Fantasy VI.65

It bears mention that given how fast it goes by, thinking of this notation as effectively describing
the rhythm is a stretch – what really matters is the pitch, both the contour (down, then upward
more quickly) and the use of a whole-tone scale, often associated with magic.
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Even on the NES games with a limited palette of sounds available, the
timbre is similar, invoking a bell-like sound.66 The pitches are also similar, with
rising notes to indicate that the player’s hit points (the numerical representation of
their health) are going up towards the maximum.
Examining sound effects allows us to bring this discussion full-circle. While
a player’s ability to listen to an entire piece of music is restricted by the speed of
gameplay (as suggested above), their ability to hear and process a short sound
effect is not. The remainder of this chapter focuses on how League of Legends, a
fast-paced modern video game outside the Japanese role-playing genre makes
use of all of these patterns in order to facilitate player understanding of events as
they unfold.
League of Legends, developed by Riot Games and originally released in
2009, is a MOBA game – that is, “multiplayer online battle arena.” Unlike most
games, which are released, perhaps patched once or twice, and then abandoned
as developers move onwards to new projects, League has been continually
updated twice monthly for the better part of a decade, and remains in active
development. Unlike every other game this dissertation studies in some depth,
the game is free to download and play. Instead of charging money for access,
Riot makes money by selling each playable character individually, and by selling
various costumes (that have no effect on gameplay, to keep the game balanced
for non-spenders) called “skins” for those characters.
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This is almost certainly, in part, due to the extreme register of the sound effect.
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The game has quickly become one of the most played video games of all
time. In 2016, Riot revealed in an interview that 100 million people play League
of Legends each month.67 Since 2012, there have been more daily League
players than there are daily visitors to Instagram.68 I argue that part of the
reason League of Legends has drawn this large of a player base when other,
equally competitive games from more established properties (such as Blizzard’s
Heroes of the Storm, whose characters come from game franchises that have
been around for decades) have not is Riot’s focus on accessibility to non-players
(spectators), much of which is facilitated through the use of organizational
domains to help guide artistic decisions, both visual and aural, as described
below.
In addition to its success in the marketplace, League of Legends was
selected for study because of how pointed the game (and MOBA genre
generally) is towards spectators; even within the MOBA genre, League became
the first MOBA game to establish (in late 2017) franchises of competitive teams
with permanently recognized status for competiton (in a fashion not unlike the
NFL or NBA). The emergence of esports as described in the introduction to the
dissertation is one of the biggest stories of 21st gaming more broadly; though it
was not the first game to be described as an esport, Riot Games has done a lot

Phil Kollar, “The Past, Present, and Future of League of Legends Studio Riot Games”
(Polygon, 2016). https://www.polygon.com/2016/9/13/12891656/the-past-present-and-future-ofleague-of-legends-studio-riot-games
68 Riot’s infographic with this claim is available here:
http://majorleagueoflegends.s3.amazonaws.com/lol_infographic.png
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to popularize the term through its promotion of competitive League of Legends
play.
For readers unfamiliar with the game, League of Legends at first looks
similar to real-time strategy games like Starcraft, except that instead of
constructing a base and managing infrastructure on a macroscopic scale, players
control only a single unit (called a “champion”). The player guides this character
around the map, coordinating with their allies (League is played in teams of five
players each) to attack the enemy base while defending key points in their own
base infrastructure to prevent their opponents from doing the same.
League requires a combination of quick reflexes and fast decision-making
skills that more immediately recall Mega Man than Final Fantasy. Because the
game is played against other people, however, players must rely on a different
type of pattern recognition than in an action platformer in which events happen in
the same sequence each playthrough. League borrows from the musical
traditions of the JRPG in creating its own patterns for players.
As of June 2016, there are 131 different playable champions in League of
Legends. This large number creates a staggering burden of knowledge for both
players and spectators – each champion has unique abilities, strengths, and
sounds. Processing which champion is currently using which ability to
accomplish which specific task in the midst of a large teamfight with 8-10 players
all in the same space quickly moves from the impractical to the impossible,
especially if a player has little or no experience with some of the champions
currently on the field. It is unlikely players have access to the entire pool of
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champions, as each one costs between $2 and $10 to purchase – buying access
to the entire roster costs more than $600.69
A phone conversation with Riot Games’ audio designer Jay Watford has
helped clarify how Riot uses sound to address this burden of knowledge for both
players and spectators, and it is this organization to which the remainder of this
essay is directed. Watford reported that they have divided many of the game’s
sounds into different semiotic categories, creating (in Watford’s words) a
“language of sound.” Watford notes that this results in two orders of informing
players of activity taking place in the game space: at a broad level, players can
readily infer the basic functionality of an action from its general sound. As
players gain more experience with the game, each sound effect within a domain
is differentiated enough for players to specifically identify which skill or item has
been used at any given moment.
One example of this is the set of sounds associated with items and skills
used to augment a team’s vision of the map. All of the vision items/skills have a
unique sound, but each of them contain a sound, that, for lack of a better term,
recalls the sound of a match being struck – apropos to the idea of something that
grants vision in a dark space. Some of these sounds are extremely closely
related – for instance, the three types of vision wards (which each have slightly
different ingame properties beyond the scope of this discussion) differ only in

This does not account for players unlocking champions via free currency earned through
gameplay. Approximately one new champion is earned for every 30 days of play. This does not
preclude the fact that only a small percentage of players have access to the entire roster.
Anecdotally, I have played more than my fair share of the game in preparation for writing this
chapter, and I own just over two-thirds of the available characters.
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their post-processing effects. The item that reveals characters and wards with
the “stealth” status has a more pitched sound befitting the red laser visual
accompanying the item’s activation.
These vision-granting items are not unique to any one champion; they are
available from the ingame item shop to all players at any point in the game.
Watford mentions that common audio traits across domains tends to be more
prominent on globally available items than on champion-specific abilities, as the
design team strives to differentiate all of the characters as much as possible
while still utilizing the domains as a guideline whenever they are applicable.
Other domains beyond “vision” have their own sets of sound that helps to
set them apart and make them immediately identifiable. The domains of vision
(above), healing, shielding, and combat – only a subset of those one might
identify were the goal to make an exhaustive list – were chosen for study here
partly because Watford mentioned them, and partly because these categories
are simultaneously specific enough to have meaning in the context of League of
Legends while remaining generalizable across a wider range of video games
than merely the MOBA genre.
It is important to keep in mind that these domains often function not only
on the level of audio, but on the level of visual feedback as well. This is because
another of the goals of the design team is (in Watford’s words) to “sell gameplayimpactful things in as many ways as possible.” This is immediately apparent in
the domain of vision-related skills and items – by definition, vision demands
unifying visual feedback – but that goal is apparent for other domains as well.
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For the few vision skills bound to individual champions, bird sounds (and
occasionally, birds appearing as a visual element) are another common unifying
component.
Healing spells are another domain by which League of Legends is
organized. There is a clear exemplar for this category: the Heal summoner spell.
Activating the spell plays the sound of wind chimes, referenced in every other
healing spell. Here, the chimes specifically sound B, E, and F#, though in the
game environment it is nearly impossible to make those separate pitches out
rather than simply hearing the chime as a single sound.70
The use of wind chimes to represent healing is, of course, not unique to
League of Legends, as demonstrated by the numerous examples of the “Cure”
spell from Final Fantasy above. This only serves to establish the domain more
strongly in the mind of the experienced player. The other healing effect available
to all characters, the Healing Potion, plays D and F together upon activation, and
then as the effects resolve over an extended period of time, attentive players can
hear a very muted version of the B, E, F# wind chime sound as its effects resolve
over a larger timespan.
Soraka, a dedicated healing champion, has abilities that come the closest
to the Heal sound effect with both her basic healing spell and her “ultimate”
ability, the latter of which causes a global effect heard by every player on the
team regardless of character and camera position. The color green is nearly

In fact, the author was originally unable to transcribe the sound, and owes Riot Games sound
designer Curtis Churn a note of thanks for providing the pitches for both the Heal spell and the
Healing potion soon to be discussed.
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always included as part of the healing domain (as in Final Fantasy and numerous
others), but there are exceptions. The visual appearance of Nami the mermaid’s
Ebb and Flow ability is a blue water effect befitting her connection to the ocean,
for instance. Every healing skill does make use of wind chimes, however,
lending the aural gameplay feedback more importance than the visual. Lastly, it
bears mention that healing (the restoration of health) and health (the resource
that, upon total depletion, results in death) are two different domains. Anything
related to total health is listed in blood red, not healing green.71
In addition to domains providing identification to a category (that is, wind
chime sounds mean a healing spell), each individual domain may have more or
less differentiation from another in terms of both gameplay and sound. It
wouldn’t be unreasonable at a broader level of abstraction to describe the
“healing” and “shield” domains studied here as one larger category of defensive
spells, for instance. In gameplay terms, a shield spell that adds temporary health
to a character has an effect similar to a healing spell, and the ways in which
shielding is referenced, though very different visually, is quite similar aurally to
the healing domain. Shields tend to have much less chime and much more wind,
though Watford reports that the two “tend to have the same tonality to them.”
They are indeed related – the whooshing of wind is often (though not always)
accompanied by a wind chime effect, though wind itself forms the primary

Along these lines, “health” as a schema isn’t discussed, in part because relatively few abilities
utilize it and partly because there are neither excellent candidates for an exemplar nor clear
unifying effects for those abilities across the various champions that have them (Olaf, Dr. Mundo,
Trundle, Shen, and Gnar among others).
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element of each shielding sound effect. The Barrier summoner spell is the
exemplar here, much like Heal was above.72
The final domain under examination here is also the most broad-reaching
one: combat-augmentations. While these differ wildly in specific effect (some
cause attacks to penetrate armor, some cause an attack to prevent enemy
players from casting their own spells etc), they all have the broad effect of
improving a character’s attack in some way. Garen’s Decisive Strike, Irelia’s
Hiten Style, and Talon’s Noxian Diplomacy are just a small sample of the
complete list.73 This domain is most clearly identified by the sound of metal
clashing, though ingame each character’s sounds appear to be derived from the
weapon they wield.
Characters wielding metal weapons, such as Garen’s sword or Irelia’s
spinning blades, sound very similar. Gangplank the pirate wields a pistol and
saber, and in a previous version of the game, had a combat-augmentation skill
for which the animation was Gangplank scraping the saber alongside the pistol,
not necessary for anything except providing a reason to give the skill a metallic
sound. Similarly, Nidalee’s Takedown spell makes this type of sound despite the
character having shapeshifted into the form of a cougar that carries no metal
weapon.

The shielding spells as listed on League’s wiki: Janna’s Eye of the Storm, Karma’s Inspire and
Defiance, Lee Sin’s Safeguard, Lulu’s Help, Pix!, Lux’s Prismatic Barrier, Orianna’s Command:
Protect, Shen’s Stand United, and Thresh’s Dark Passage.
73 The complete list is as follows, included as a footnote because it bogs down the prose for
readers unfamiliar with the specifics of the game: Draven, Fiora, Garen, Irelia, Jax, Master Yi,
Nidalee, Olaf, Renekton, Rengar, Sejuani, Shyvana, Talon, Tristana, Trundle, Udyr, Volibear,
Warwick, Xin Zhao.
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None of these sounds are set in stone – as hinted previously, the game’s
older characters (such as Gangplank) are constantly being reworked to better fit
both the current artistic style and new emergent gameplay, helping to keep a now
six-year-old game feeling fresh. This reworking of older material happens on a
regular basis; Riot has a team dedicated specifically to that task. Watford
observed that when these types of reworks occur, the team revisits sound in
addition to graphics, attempting to find places to further utilize relevant domains
in communicating information to players.74 As a result, the categories
themselves have been refined over the years much like the game’s graphics and
gameplay balance changes.75
Complicating these domains, and the assignment of individual skills into
them, is the availability of multiple "skins" (that is, outfits) for each character.
Premium skins change not only the visual appearance (colors, costume) but the
animations, model, and audio for the character. Exemplifying the type of creative
decisions at stake for both gameplay and character identity is League of
Legends' most musical character: Sona, Maven of the Strings, who fights by
playing her magical instrument on the battlefield. In addition to her default
appearance, in which she plays a harp-like instrument, players can also
purchase Arcade Sona (who has an audio aesthetic inspired by 1980's arcade
chiptune sounds), Guqin Sona (in which Sona's European-style harp/lyre weapon

Of course, there are other considerations made for champion reworks well beyond the scope of
this essay, not the least of which is changes to their gameplay for various balancing reasons.
75 One such changed sound is the “gold income” sound, rebuilt so it would be more audible to
players in 2014.
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is replaced by a traditional Chinese guqin), and DJ Sona, an “ultimate” skin
warranting detailed discussion a bit later on.76
Like all characters, Sona has four skills available to her. Sona’s first skill,
the Hymn of Valor, is a damage-focused skill that causes a blue field to surround
Sona upon its activation.77 The Hymn of Valor sounds a D-flat major chord with
the dominant A-flat mixed to sound more prominently than the other notes. The
default skin and Arcade Sona sound the same notes (in different timbres), while
Guqin Sona plays the chord in the first inversion, adding a pentatonic 6 th of Bb,
reinforcing the Chinese aesthetic of that particular skin. 78
Sona’s second skill, the Aria of Perseverance, is a healing spell causing a
green field upon its activation instead of blue. We again hear Ab most
prominently: the spell starts at a high Ab and quickly arpeggiates down along an
Ab chord and then back upward to the original Ab as the spell’s residual effects
begin to fade away. Arcade Sona’s Aria arrives at the Ab more quickly and more
drastically in order to resemble an early arcade machine’s chiptune sounds.
Guqin Sona’s Aria is transposed up a fourth with an added note, arriving on Db

There exist many skins for each champion; in addition to those under discussion, players can
also purchase skins that don’t change the sounds of each skill (and as a result, are not discussed
in the main body of the text). These include Muse Sona (based on the Greek muses), Pentakill
Sona (referencing a heavy metal concert aesthetic), and Silent Night Sona (a Christmas-themed
skin).
77 Specific properties of each skill are not needed for the purpose of this analysis – simply
classifying the skill as an attack in enough here. Readers interested in specific properties of each
skill can refer to the League of Legends wiki for that information:
http://leagueoflegends.wikia.com/wiki/League_of_Legends_Wiki
78 Note the joystick and MIDI keyboard on the Arcade Sona model reinforcing the chiptune
aesthetic. For each ability under discussion, the timbre of Arcade Sona’s spells is reduced to a
chiptune, 1980’s aesthetic instead of the standard harp sound.
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while arpeggiating along a pentatonic scale, in line with the other changes made
by the Guqin Sona skin.
Her third skill is the Song of Celerity, which provides a speed boost to
allied players, represented by a pink field. It sounds as a rising series of pitches
not unlike the rising half of the Aria of Perseverance, though the Ab is made
much less stable here, fitting for a burst of movement speed that should lead to
some other action. Arcade Sona’s sound for this skill is especially frenetic,
making it difficult to hear Ab at all.
Sona’s ultimate skill, Crescendo, causes enemies to dance uncontrollably
for a few seconds, locking them in place while Sona’s allies can deal damage to
them or move around freely without fear of enemy action. The default and Guqin
skins sound the Crescendo as a much louder version of the Hymn of Valor, while
Arcade Sona plays a different sound entirely. Eschewing the model established
for the others, Arcade Sona instead plays the sound of a wave of Galaga aliens
falling.79 The visual result also differs between Arcade Sona and the others;
while the standard Crescendo appears as a wave of yellow, Arcade Sona shoots
a series of arrows in a straight line: a nod to the Dance Dance Revolution series
of video games.80
DJ Sona, as a premium skin, is sufficiently complicated compared to the
others to warrant separate consideration here. Players using the DJ Sona skin
The Galaga sound effect described – and by extension, Galaga in its entirety – has become
something of an exemplar for chiptune sound in modern culture – the same sound is utilized in
The Avengers as Tony Stark berates a S.H.I.E.L.D. employee for playing Galaga instead of
working.
80 Dance Dance Revolution, played primarily in arcades, is a neat intertextual reference to the
notion of the arcade itself befitting the Arcade Sona skin, though unpacking that relationship
beyond mention here lies outside the scope of the present work.
79
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can select from (and switch between at will) one of three separate visual
appearances, each triggering a custom techno soundtrack to the game; these
three forms are identified by the game as “Kinetic,” “Concussive,” and
“Ethereal.”81 Visually, Kinetic Sona is mostly teal, Concussive Sona is mostly
red, and Ethereal Sona is mostly purple. Each of the three tracks begins with
multiple layers of the music muted; as players activate skills (Hymn of Valor, Aria
of Perseverance, Song of Celerity) for the first time after spawning, those layers
unmute, adding textures to the music as players level up the character through
the course of a game.
Furthermore, DJ Sona’s skills are not restricted to one sound for one
spellcast; rather, the sounds for each of her skills changes to fit the chord in the
soundtrack. As a result, all of DJ Sona’s sounds are radically different from other
Sona skins. The Hymn of Valor on the Kinetic form sometimes sounds as 1-2-b3
rising, and sometimes sounds the reverse, b3-2-1 to tonic. The Aria of
Perseverance is usually a dominant sound, but varies from an echoing swing
(first note longer than the second for each of the pairs following) between 5-4,
between 1-2, and 8-b7. The Song of Celerity varies between sounding as b6 or
a two-note series of scale degree 2 jumping down to scale degree 5. The other
two forms have soundtrack-dependent variations as well, but the notes are more
rigid in each. For the Concussive form, the Hymn is scale degree 1, the Aria is
scale degree b3, and the Song is a slide from b7 up to 1. The Ethereal form’s

The custom soundtracks are all collaborations with the Riot Games team and well-known
techno artists. Kinetic is produced by Crystal Method and Dada Life, Concussive is produced by
Bassnectar and Renholdër, and Ethereal is produced by Pretty Lights and Nosaj Thing.
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skills are scale degrees, 1, 2, and 5 respectively. Finally, when Sona gains a
new level in Crescendo (at experience levels 6, 11, and 16 of each match) the
music changes after each use:
…for the first time after putting a point in it (EX: using it once after it his lvl
[sic] 1, once after lvl 2, etc), Sona’s music will progress into a different
section of whatever section she’s in. She has 4 sections per form and
ulting [using Crescendo] will cause the music to progress to the next form
[for each of the three forms].82
This does not seem to cause each skill to have new sounds; rather, the timing of
which variation plays is merely matched to each new form of the three custom
songs available to DJ Sona players and their teammates.
Though the skins are differentiated – some more than others, as Arcade
Sona slowly steps away from the others, and DJ Sona leaves them behind
entirely – they share enough in common for players to recognize the effects of
each spell. The Hymn of Valor, the spell that damages enemy players, is
relatively undifferentiated in Arcade Sona’s skin (and is always tonic in the DJ
Sona variations). The reason for this might be that players playing against Sona
need to recognize when she is damaging them more than when she is running
away or healing, which justifies leaving the Hymn of Valor so close to the original
sound when the rest of her hit is so far removed from the standard sounds.
All of these changes, despite varying drastically in their sound an
appearance from the other Sona skins, still follow the general rule for schemas.
Activating the Hymn of Valor always results in a tonic chord and a blue field

From an online message board post by “Kyugene,” an employee at Riot Games, made as part
of the official DJ Sona Q&A: http://boards.na.leagueoflegends.com/en/c/story-art/u0la3EaL-djsona-qa?show=rundown
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(temporarily overriding the teal/red/purple aesthetics of the skin); activating the
Aria of Perseverance results in an arpeggiated sound and a green field around
the character both denoting healing; etc.
This method of using similar sounds for similar effects -- not just for Sona
as one example character, but for the entire game’s spells and effects – does not
actually aid the master player directly. This is a significant difference from
communication analyzed in other chapters. A professional League of Legends
player will have every spell’s effects (both sound and visual) committed to
memory for each possible skin variant of each character regardless of how they
are organized.83 Instead, the schema I have described above seem targeted
towards the new player or the spectator – the latter being especially important in
the context of the emergence of esports into the mainstream consciousness.
Heroes of the Storm, a competitor to League of Legends, goes about organizing
sounds in a completely different fashion that may be more helpful to longtime
fans of the franchise instead of new players.
Blizzard’s Heroes of the Storm foregoes much of the categorical
organization so helpful to new players in League of Legends. This is largely
because Heroes of the Storm draws its roster of playable characters from preexistent Blizzard franchises such as Starcraft, Diablo, and Warcraft. Characters
like Illidan (from Warcraft) and Zeratul (from Starcraft) serve similar roles as

Such a thing exists in practice – spectators can watch professional League play at
http://www.lolesports.com/ on a regular weekly schedule not unlike that of American football.
Players on one of those teams play League as a fulltime career much like any other athlete at the
highest levels of play. As mentioned elsewhere, esports is a quickly-growing sector of video
games.
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duelists specializing in single-target combat, and both focus on dealing damage
with bladed weapons. Were Illidan and Zeratul to appear in League of Legends,
it’s likely the two characters would share similar sound effects; instead, Illidan’s
sound effect design is inspired by the fantasy-themed Warcraft games in which
he originally appeared, and Zeratul’s warp blade hail from an aural space clearly
designed for the science-fiction universe of Starcraft II. The point is not that one
approach is superior; rather, by making the comparison between the two games,
I assert that the former’s approach is more helpful to new players, while the latter
creates continuity that, if anything, assists veterans, since they will recognize the
origin of many of the sounds.
It’s particularly telling that in Overwatch, a new title developed by Blizzard
released in July of 2016, sound effects play a powerful role in conveying
information. A GDC talk with the game’s designers reveals that sound effects
are ranked according to priority, with things like ultimate skills at the top of the
list, and incidental sounds from environmental interactions ranked at the bottom.
The higher a sound’s ranking, the louder it is in the mix, and the more likely it is
that it plays over/instead of other sounds, ensuring that the gameplay information
carried by those sounds will have the attention of the player. Similarly, multiple
sounds in a single category (different character’s footsteps, as one example) are
all recognizable as footsteps, but differentiated enough so an advanced player
can tell which character is around the corner. A first-person game obviously has
different requirements than a MOBA game, but Blizzard seems to be borrowing
design philosophy from League of Legends – a GDC presentation by the
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Overwatch audio team reveals that they too are attempting to communicate as
much gameplay information through audio as possible. 84
Esports continues to grow more mainstream as time passes. The EVO
finals for Street Fighter V were broadcast on ESPN2 for the first time in July
2016. League of Legends continues to lead in this regard, as the number one
most-watched game on Twitch.tv.85 Peak concurrent viewership for the League
of Legends 2015 World Finals was 14 million viewers, and the total number of
people who tuned in for any portion of the grand final match was 36 million
viewers.86 By comparison, Heroes of the Storm did not make it into the top ten
most-viewed games until more than two years after its release in June of 2015,
and consistently hovers around the number nine and ten positions, though it has
rised as high as 5th most-viewed game for a single month’s time.87 Overwatch, a
year newer, consistenly out-performs it -- accessing the Twitch.tv site on the
morning of July 27th of 2016 listed the game as having the 5th highest audience
(as of the moment of access), and it was also the 5th most-watched game in June
of 2016, before its official release.88

The Blizzard audio team delivered a talk on this subject and others at GDC 2016:
http://www.gdcvault.com/play/1023317/Overwatch-The-Elusive-Goal-Play
85 Twitch.tv’s 2016 retrospective reveals that in 2016, 292 billion minutes of gameplay were
viewed. More League of Legends was watched than any other game. See this website
https://www.twitch.tv/year/2016 for the entire interactive retrospective.
86 http://www.lolesports.com/en_US/articles/worlds-2015-viewership
For reference, these numbers are comparable to the number of people who watch the NBA
Finals: http://espn.go.com/nba/playoffs/2015/story/_/id/13102198/nba-finals-draw-highest-ratings1998-michael-jordan-last-season-chicago-bulls
87 Many websites aggregate Twitch viewership information, such as this one I used to obtain this
statistic: https://newzoo.com/insights/rankings/top-games-twitch/
88 According to the 2016 Retrospective (see footnote 85), Overwatch was the most-viewed new
game of the year, and “it wasn’t even close.”
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Communication of gameplay information via audio, particularly
communication directed towards novices and spectators, is a trend likely to
continue as viewership becomes more important to a company’s bottom line.
This is especially true of fast-paced competitive games. League of Legends
demonstrates that the use of aural schemas to facilitate quick processing of what
is going on in a very busy visual environment is a strength upon which future
games can rely. As games continue to become more and more complex,
categorizing musical expectations (as in Japanese role-playing games) and
sound effects (as demonstrated in League of Legends) is going to become more
and more important as game developers continue to attempt to reach people
who view games being played as audience members in a growing community.
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Chapter 3
Empirically Measuring the Impact
of Game Audio on Player
Performance

93

Introduction
There are few game players with more skill than the folks who participate
in the gaming-for-charity marathon “Awesome Games Done Quick,” in which
players known colloquially as “speedrunners” attempt to complete as fast as
humanly possible a wide swath of the most popular and influential video games
from systems ranging from the original Nintendo Entertainment System to the
Playstation 4. Describing these players as skilled doesn’t completely tell their
story, as in addition to playing at unprecedented levels of virtuosity,
speedrunners often exploit small flaws in a game’s code in order to transform the
experience of play. The glitches in the programming of many games both old
and modern can enable warping ahead in the game in ways never intended by
the developers (known as sequence breaking), keeping track of RAM buffers to
control gameplay elements designed to be random, and truly taking control of the
game at hand, all in the name of faster completion.
Obviously, the timing required for many of these types of tricks is very
precise. What may not be as obvious is that audio cues can, at times, take
primacy over the continuous flow of visual information, telling players about
precisely when to execute a technique. There is even an entire category of
speedruns devoted to the completion of video games blindfolded. While many of
these runs obviously require a significant amount of memorization, they are also
highly dependent on audio cues, which become the only source of feedback (and
therefore information) provided to the player. The sound of Mario hitting a
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ceiling, collecting items, or even the background music all provide information on
the player’s position relative to the movement of the rest of the stage.
One speedrun of Super Mario World by a Twitch.tv user named
PangaeaPanda is particularly telling on this front.89 He holds the world speed
record for completing the game while blindfolded. At a certain point in Bowser’s
Castle, he pauses and waits when it is clear he knows where he is inside the
dungeon. “Anyone who’s wondering why I’m waiting, it’s because I need the
audio cue, where the music changes tempo, that’s why I wait,” he explains to the
audience watching his livestream.90 As the music shifts to the B section of the
piece, he enters door number 5 exactly on the downbeat of the second measure
of the new section. Spikes descend, make a dull thud, and silently begin their
ascent. Thanks to the music, PangaeaPanda can track a specific amount of time
(about two and a half measures, or five seconds), and upon hearing the music
arrive at the correct point, he begins his dash through the spikes. “So there’s
your answer, my friends,” he quips to his Twitch audience, just before entering
the door beyond.
This speedrun and others like it support an argument that music
communicates a lot about gameplay, even if the average player may not always
consider the information being provided. It’s true that the average player is
unlikely to come across this type of situation, in which listening to the music is
absolutely required. Aside from a few instances of a game switching the track

Special thanks to Dan Tramte for pointing me to the speedrun in question.
The run described is available on YouTube at the following link – the portion discussed here
begins at 15:30. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ir78dNepHrY
89
90
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that plays based on a given situation (usually the start of combat, like the famous
“alert” sound from Metal Gear Solid),This type of active listening is rarely required
under ordinary circumstances.
Some common instances of required listening in action games are the
recurring sequences of optimistically-named “Appearing Blocks” from the Mega
Man franchise, in which blocks appear (and, more dangerously, disappear) in
time to the rhythm of a very pronounced sound effect that completely dominates
the music when it plays – so much so that the pounding rhythm of the blocks
might as well be the entire soundtrack in those rooms, at least as far as the
player is concerned. Figure 3.1, below, shows eight images labelled A through H
depicting one such block room from Mega Man 5. Each image represents one
step forward in the progression of the spawning blocks, which are announced by
their iconic sound effect as they spawn into the stage. Blocks remain for two
“beats,” or two subsequent sound effects of length.
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Figure 3.1. Eight images from the same room of Mega Man 5, representing the endless sequence
of appearing blocks in the first Proto Man stage.
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Figure 3.1, continued. Eight images from the same room of Mega Man 5, representing the
endless sequence of appearing blocks in the first Proto Man stage.

To successfully navigate from Mega Man’s starting position (pictured) to
the ladder in the upper-left corner of the room, players must jump on the block
nearest Mega Man that spawns at “B,” and make a small jump to subsequent
blocks spawning at timepoints “C” and “D,” leaving Mega Man standing on the
lower-left block at the end of “D,” and taking no action at the beginning of
timepoint “E.” During the span of “E,” players must leap into the air and shift one
block leftward so that the leftmost block that spawns at timepoint “F” will appear
underneath them, saving them from the spikes below. Players then wait at the
leftmost block on “F” during the sound effects that cue “G” and “B” (note that “H”
begins a new cycle, looping back to timepoint “B”), jumping high into the air so
98

that when timepoint “C” loops around again, the block next to the ladder spawns
directly underneath the player, allowing them to grab the ladder and climb
upwards to the next room.
Both of these examples – the professional speedrunner playing Mario and
the casual player navigating a Mega Man stage – involve an explicit construction
of contextual link between gameplay and sound. Previous studies measuring the
impact of music and sound effects on gameplay have explored varying the music
encountered by the player. One such study required players to play The Legend
of Zelda: Twilight Princess under four different conditions: full sound, with
everything turned on as intended by the game designers and how the average
consumer experiences the product; partial-sound, with the television sounds
muted and only occasional sound effects from the Wii remote controller’s
speaker audible; no sound, with everything muted; and non-contingent music, in
which players heard music from the Twilight Princess soundtrack (but not the
music designed to be heard in the areas the player was assigned to play
through) playing from a nearby boombox, and no sound effects as a result. 91 A
summary of the results from a number of such studies including the Twilight
Princess study just described reveals that “the effects of sound conditions on
game performance and on subjective aspects of the experience may depend on
many variables including the particular features of the game, the audio
presentation mode and loudness, the relationship between the events in the

Tan, Siu-Lan, John Baxa, and Matthew P. Spackman. "Effects of built-in audio versus
unrelated background music on performance in an adventure role-playing game," International
Journal of Gaming and Computer-Mediated Simulations 2/3 (2010), 9-10.
91
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game and the player’s actions, and the player’s level of expertise and
experience, to name just a few of the potential parameters.” 92 What appears to
remain constant in each study discussed is the quality of the contextual
relationship between ingame music and the required gameplay it accompanies.
Varying the quality of that relationship between music and gameplay
without changing the music would necessitate changing the gameplay, generally
a far more difficult task. Recent software has facilitated this new approach to the
question of audio’s relevance to gameplay. Instead of altering the audio around
specific moments of gameplay, I devised a study that changes the gameplay
itself – a change that would be made by a computer programmer and game
designer, not by a composer. This allows for extreme degrees of control with
regard to what relevance the background music has to any given moment of
gameplay, as the music can be kept constant, while the context in which it
appears relative to the gameplay can be radically shifted.

Method
Super Mario Maker, released for the Wii U in 2015, allows players to
create their own platforming levels in the Mario style, by placing blocks,
obstacles, and other elements using a grid system. This piece of software made
it possible for me to develop a research experiment using real human subjects, in
order to measure and compare the performance of players in a situation in which

Mark Grimshaw, Siu-Lan Tan, and Scott Lipscomb, “Playing with sound: The role of music and
sound effects in gaming,” The Psychology of Music in Multimedia (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2013), 308.
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music offers significant musical cues to a situation in which music is present, but
not particularly timed to any specific moment of gameplay. Creating custom
Mario stages as opposed to using a different video game was chosen largely
because of the availability of Mario Maker, but it bears mention that I assumed
that potential research participants passing by locations I was set up would have
at least passing familiarity with the character, for reasons enumerated in the
previous chapter.
I began by creating two custom-built stages, one in the Overworld style of
the first stage of Super Mario Bros. (the original NES release from 1985), and
one styled after the Castle stages of New Super Mario Bros. (Wii, 2009).
Differing graphical styles (game aesthetics) and stage types (Overworld vs.
Castle) were chosen for a variety of reasons. First, the background music
changes for each stage type and style.93 Therefore, giving the two stages
different music would help make each stage feel fresh on a first playthrough.
Second, giving each stage a different visual aesthetic helps differentiate the
experience somewhat, preventing a player’s memory of one Overworld-themed
stage from creating unrealized expectations in a second Overworld stage.
Lastly, while the Overworld tune from the NES game is iconic, the NES dungeon
music, while not completely atonal, is more difficult to follow in the course of
gameplay. The newer game features dungeon music that’s a little bit more
melodic, and therefore easier to follow along with in the course of gameplay.

For stage types that did not exist previously in a given style (for instance, there were no
Airships in the original Super Mario Bros. game), Koji Kondo composed new music in the style of
the older games – interesting works to be sure, but outside the scope of the current study.
93
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For each subject, I held down the right arrow key and the run button, as if
those inputs had been taped down. 94 In terms of gameplay, this leaves only the
jump button to be pressed, and indeed the only thing asked of participants was to
jump (via the B button) at the appropriate times such that Mario will finish the two
stages. Fixing Mario’s movement speed was essential for the study – constant
forward motion at maximum speed allowed for control of when Mario would
encounter an obstacle relative to the timing of the background music. Without
this restriction, players can move left and right at variable speeds, which would
by definition make timing specific obstacles to specific musical moments
impossible.
With the above movement restrictions in mind, each stage was designed
in such a way that obstacles require players to press the jump button on the
strong beats of the music. Coins in the stages were placed to subtly inform
players how long to hold the jump button, especially for any jump for which less
than the maximum jump arc is optimal – this follows Nintendo’s own design
practices.95 Stages are of moderate to high difficulty, though it bears mention
that movement restrictions actually attenuate difficulty by giving players fewer
tasks upon which to focus (that is, only jumping, not jumping and movement
together).
Each stage was further split into two versions for the purpose of creating a
control version and an experimental version. In the experimental versions of

The only reason tape was not used is that I feared damaging my personal Wii U console –
holding the buttons down for each participant did not cause any issues in any case.
95 In the Nintendo-designed Mario games, coins very often are instructive as to safe routes of
passage through otherwise difficult parts of a stage.
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each stage, obstacles arrive on the strong beats of the music as previously
described – these versions are discussed henceforth as “musically-synchronized”
stages. In the control versions of each stage (that is, the versions where that
musical synchronization to the downbeat does not occur), obstacles arrive on
fractions of beats such that no musical timing is immediately apparent on a single
playthrough. The only changes between control stages and experimental stages
is varied length of the starting point of the stage, with flat, empty space either
added or subtracted to ensure the first obstacle (and therefore, subsequent
obstacles) arrive at the desired time in the music.
Each subject played through one of two sets of two stages each. Subjects
always played through the Overworld stage first, followed by the Castle stage,
Set 1 (or “World 3,” in Mario Maker’s nomenclature) has players play through the
experimental version of the Overworld stage, followed by the control version of
the Castle stage. Set 2 has players do the opposite; players play through the
control version of the Overworld stage, followed by the experimental version of
the Castle stage. One half of the participants played each set of stages, not
being informed about the other set until debriefing following the completion of the
experiment. Time to completion for each stage was recorded via stopwatch, with
time beginning upon the selection of the stage from the Super Mario Maker menu
system by the researcher, and time ending upon successful completion of the
stage defined by Mario crossing the plane of the end flag. 96

For players who did not know they had to grab the Axe at the end of the Castle stage but
jumped over it, I counted that as a completion not unlike the rules of an NFL football touchdown.
96
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The two stages are relatively similar in design.97 Figures 3.2 and 3.3,
below, demonstrates each beginning with a simple obstacle that, on the
musically-synchronized versions of the stage, aligns neatly with the downbeat.
This was both for the sake of design – having a point at which the music syncs
up early on is important – and because I did not want to put anything difficult at
the outset of a stage that might discourage participants from making multiple
attempts at completing the stages. In the Overworld stage (Figure 3.2), Mario
leaps on the downbeat; in the Castle stage (Figure 3.3), he crosses the position
of the first block of the large platform on the downbeat.98

Figure 3.2. The arrow marks Mario’s x-axis position upon downbeat (here, at the point of
departure for a required jump) of background music for the musically synchronized version of the
Overworld stage.

Thanks to the recording efforts of Dana Plank, videos of the musically-synchronized Overworld
and Castle stages are available on YouTube at the author’s channel:
https://www.youtube.com/rtbardic
98 If the player simply runs off of the upper ledge (on the left in the image), Mario will land
precisely on the downbeat.
97
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Figure 3.3. The arrow marks Mario’s x-axis position upon the downbeat of the background music
for the musically synchronized version of the Castle stage.

Both stages then have a single required jump that leads into a sequence
where multiple rapid jumps are required – and each stage has only one such
sequence. This is an element of medium challenge, ramping the difficulty up as
the stage progresses much as in the commercial Mario games. Figure 3.4
demonstrates the similarities between the stage at this point – note that the
Overworld (above) has a threat from below, and the Castle (below) has a threat
from above, obfuscating the similarity between the two for participants doing only
a single playthrough of each stage.
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Figure 3.4. Sequence of multiple jumps in quick succession for both Overworld (above) and
Castle (below) stages.

Finally, each stage has one obstacle designed to make all but the best
players fail in a first attempt – this was intended as a means by which to prevent
participants from getting perfect scores (which, as will be discussed in detail
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below, are discarded). Because highly-skilled players will understand the
similarities between stage elements outlined previously, a different challenge was
created for each stage. For the Overworld stage, a green Koopa Paratroopa
comes at the player – if the player follows the coins, Mario will run underneath as
the Koopa leaps above him. If instead, the player reacts and jumps, Mario will
collide with the Koopa and die, forcing a restart of the stage. For the Castle
stage, instead of gauging quick reactions, a simple maze was added in the style
of Super Mario Bros. stage 7-4 – again, following the coins (to the bottom path)
leads to safety, while other routes arrived at by jumping over the coins are
extremely likely (though not guaranteed) to result in death. Though these
elements are harder than obstacles in average Mario stages, because players
getting perfect scores are discarded as outliers (a point to be discussed in more
detail below), the added difficulty is necessary as a preventative measure to
ensure the average player would generate usable data. Figure 3.5 demonstrates
these two challenges, both of which are solved by trusting the coins rather than
the player’s instincts (making them especially dangerous to advanced players
with more faith in their own prowess).
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Figure 3.5. Both of the two “difficult” challenges require players to trust that the coins will guide
them to safety over their own instinctual desires to leap to safety.
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The data gathered from each participant were limited to the time-tocompletion and the number of deaths per stage. Counting deaths was primarily
a means by which to gently allow frustrated and poor players step away without
becoming angry, saying something along the lines of “Why don’t you try three
more times and I’ll let you off the hook – thank you for stopping and playing for a
few minutes” after seeing the death count go above five. It also helps objectively
define outliers in the data – a person who took ten attempts on a stage and a
person who completed the stages in a single life without any deaths have a skill
level (either too low or too high, respectively) that makes gauging how stage
design might affect their play difficult. With the time-to-completion data, I can
make various comparisons, including the one that answers the question this
experiment was designed to address: comparing the time to completion on
musical stages to the time to completion on non-musical stages. Some potential
comparisons are confounded by the limitations of the study – listing every
possible factor that this data might attempt to analyze is outside the scope of the
present work, but, for one example, these times do not allow me to determine if
players perform better on the second stage separate from the question of if the
castle stage is simply less difficult.99
Multiple sets of data were collected over the course of about 11 months.
The first was at Gamer’s Rhapsody, a Twin Cities gaming convention, in 2015.
The second data set was collected on the campus of Purdue University at a

To make that comparison possible, some version of the experiment that varies the order in
which the stages are played would be required.
99
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variety of public locations (usually coffee shops) from August through September
of 2016 – between the two repetitions of the experiment, I altered the Overworld
stage by changing one obstacle to lower the difficulty slightly. This was for the
purpose of ensuring a higher percentage of people were able to finish the study
and therefore generate usable data.
A third data group was more recently collected, with the same
experimental stages as the second study. I decided after seeing the data from
the first two sets to change the research protocol, running a second parallel study
instead of simply collecting yet more data for the original experiment. For this
most recent study, conducted at the Beta Sigma Psi fraternity house and the
undergraduate student lounge in the Computer and Electrical Engineering
building on Purdue University’s campus, the research protocol added in one
additional control stage, a very simple tutorial stage without a time recorded
designed to help players get used to controlling Mario, in hopes of mitigating an
assumed result where performance on the first stage might suffer as players get
used to the controls under the core experiment.100 More crucially, participants
were told about the musical alignment for the stage just prior to playing through a
musically-synchronized stage.
I assumed that telling players about the music would improve their times,
but wanted to formally test the idea. As an aside, players from the fraternity
house and the engineering student lounge spaces were, on average, no more or
less skilled than the average Purdue student at coffee shops. The tutorial stage

The author is an alumni member of Beta Sigma Psi fraternity, having graduated from Iowa
State University’s Epsilon chapter of the organization.
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is approximately 1/3 the length of the other stages, containing just two jumps
guided by coins (as described above). It utilizes the Super Mario World
Overworld style – both a different set of graphics and a different piece of
background music than either experimental stage.

Results
With the working hypothesis (based on my experience as a game player)
that player performance would improve on the musically-synchronized stages, I
began to make calculations from the raw data. I was fortunate to work with a
collaborator for the parts of the math that were originally beyond me – Dr. Addie
Thompson is a post-doctoral researcher at Purdue University in plant genetics
with extensive experience in processing complex statistical data, and she
graciously offered her assistance in calculating the results of the present study
properly.101 We first recorded how long a perfect playthrough (as played by
myself) took for each stage. Then, we converted each time-to-completion
measurement from a raw measure of seconds to a percentage of the recorded
perfect time. This allows for a comparison between the time it took a participant
on the Overworld stage to the time it took them on the Castle stage. 102
Finally, we divided the time to completion on the control stages by the time
to completion on the musically-synchronized stages. This left us with a number –
a “boost score,” in our internal organization – where 1.00 would be non-musical

It bears mention that though this is the only portion of this dissertation for which she is a direct
contributor, as the wife of the author, she has been vital in facilitating much of this work.
102 Each of the four stages (musical and non-musical Overworld, musical and non-musical Castle)
have four different amounts of time it takes to flawlessly complete them, necessitating this step.
101
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time equals musical time; in other words, where the music had no effect on time
to completion of the stage – the null hypothesis. The decimal places above 1.00
show the percentage improvement over the non-musical time; in the figures to
follow, this number has simply been represented as a percentage improvement
instead of a decimal.
The following table (Table 2) and accompanying figure (Figure 3.6)
demonstrate the results of each of the two versions of the study – the first, in
which players are not informed about the music, and the second in which they
are. A third row, a subset of the second study, assumes that any player who
completed either stage (from either pairing of stages) without dying a single time
has a skill level high enough that the level design in these experiments is not of
significant difficulty to determine what effect the music has on their virtuosic play.
Finally, a fourth row further removes one outlying time in which a participant took
longer than six times the perfect score to complete the stages; just as someone
without dying a single time has a skill level too high, this participant had a skill
level so low relative to others that it was difficult to determine the effect the music
had relative to skill, since their ability to complete the stage was largely due to a
combination of determination and luck. Note that discussion of the p-value
column (the significance of the results, in layman’s terms) has largely been
shifted to the end of this section, to avoid bogging down the results for readers
unfamiliar with the mathematics governing statistical calculations.
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Musical Effects on Gameplay of Super Mario Maker
Benefit
(%)

Time
improvement (in
seconds)

Number of
players

p-value

Players not
told about
the music

19

5.13

56

NS

Players told
about the
music

32

8.64

23

NS

Players told
about the
music,
removing
those with at
least one
perfect score

45

12.15

17

0.05

Further
removing
players
taking longer
than six
times the
perfect time

50.00

13.50

16

0.03

Group

Table 2. Final data from research study.
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Figure 3.6. Final data from Table 2 expressed in a bar plot.

For the first study, measuring what I’m calling the subconscious effect of
music on gameplay, there was a 19% improvement in time-to-completion on the
musically-synchronized stages. For the second study, measuring the conscious
effect of the music (that is, the subjects are informed about the musical
synchronization), there is a 32% improvement in time-to-completion. Removing
skilled players (those with no deaths on a stage) from the results of the study
yields a 45% improvement in time-to-completion, and further removing unskilled
players (defined as anyone who took longer than six times the perfect time to
complete a stage) results in a 50% improvement. For reference, 50%
improvement corresponds to an average of 13.5 seconds less time to complete a
musical stage than a non-musical stage. Another way to think of this thirteen
second-improvement is to compare it to the perfect time-to-completion for each
stage, which is under 30 seconds.
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The p-value in the figures above express the significance of the results,
taking into account the internal variance of the collected data – specifically, the pvalue is the percent chance (expressed as a decimal, where 0.500 is a 50%
chance) of observing the measured effect or higher assuming the null-hypothesis
is true.103 The values presented are calculated on the log2-transformed data
using a one-sided, one-sample t-test versus zero (the log2-transform of 1, which
as noted above, is the value for no effect – the null hypothesis).
Within the social sciences, p-values of less than 0.05 are considered
acceptable. After accounting for outliers, the results of the second study (in which
players are told about the music) satisfy that condition.104 Values greater than
0.05 are not discussed except as a sign that results were not significant, though it
is possible that with a larger sample set, the results of the second study might
become significant before outliers are removed.
Lastly, an analysis of variance (a means of partitioning the variance to see
if it is explained by certain variables in the experimental design) was performed
to determine if trial location (that is, each of the Purdue coffee shops, and the
Beta Sigma Psi fraternity house) had an impact on the results. Similarly, analysis
was performed to determine if which set subjects were asked to play (as
described above) had a significant impact on the study. In both cases, these
variables were found to have no effect.

It was this calculation that required collaboration with someone having knowledge of statistics.
That two separate, similar studies have P values under 0.05 is important, as the more complex
things people do with numbers, the more ways there are to misrepresent things, as this article
suggests: http://www.nature.com/news/scientific-method-statistical-errors-1.14700
103
104
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Conclusion
Future work along these lines might attempt to break down subgroups of
the participant population. For instance, is this effect more pronounced in men
than in women or vice versa? How much does a person’s musical background
influence the results? These questions were not explored due to the scope of
the present study’s Institutional Review Board conditions of approval, but merit
further study.
Those demographic questions aside, the results seem to reinforce how
important appropriate signposting to players about musical communication is in
order for that communication to be effective. When players are aware of how
music is addressing the gameplay, the result improvement in performance
exceeded expectations. The continued success of fixed-movement platformers,
including the release of the mobile game Super Mario Run in late 2016 suggests
there may be room for continued studies of how music functions in fixed
movement in platforming games. More broadly speaking, these results make a
strong case for continued study along the lines of other chapters in this
dissertation – that the context in which audio appears relative to gameplay is
important, and merits further study.
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Chapter 4
Using Video Games to
Understand Musical Performance
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Introduction
Thus far, this dissertation has focused broadly on case studies in which
actively listening to a game's audio facilitates a greater understanding of the
gameplay to which that audio is attached – our gameplay experience is shaped
by the audio. This final chapter takes the opposite approach, suggesting that
certain games can facilitate a greater understanding of sound. This may seem
backward at first glance, but there are numerous instances in which a player’s
understanding of sound is shaped and transformed by gameplay, especially in
games explicitly designed around interactions with audio.
Conceptually, this transformation is dependent on a relatively new idea,
first given form by Karen Collins: kinesonic synchresis. 105 It is derivative from
Michel Chion’s now-standard synchresis, “the forging of an immediate and
necessary relationship between something one sees and something one
hears.”106 Collins argues that there are innumerable times “where action and
sound can become as equally bound as image and sound and can also lead to
an added value in media, where the emergent meaning is thus different from the
action of the sound alone.”107
Collins mentions that the most well-known example of this is something
extremely common to games – that the image of Mario jumping up and down is
inextricably linked to the rising glissando that accompanies his ascent. 108

Karen Collins, Playing with Sound: A Theory of Interacting with Sound and Music in Video
Games (Cambridge, MA; London: The MIT Press, 2013), 32.
106 Michel Chion, Audio-Vision: sound on screen (New York, Columbia University Press, 1994), 5.
107 Karen Collins, Playing with Sound, 32.
108 Karen Collins, Playing with Sound, 32.
105
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Defining Mario by his jump is nothing new, per se – it's even parodied in the
script of Super Mario RPG – but understanding the sound as tied to the action is
worth exploring. Similarly, with this idea in mind, one can ask whether sonic
fidelity or kinesonic fidelity is more important for a given gameplay event: “if I
exaggerate my Wii tennis racket swing, emphatically swing it to the greatest of
my strength, but hear only a light tennis ball ‘pop,’ does it matter that the ‘pop’
was a sampled sound that may be technically realistic if that sound does not map
onto my action?”109
While this chapter leaves aside that specific question for subsequent
scholarship, kinesonic synchresis conceptually raises a number of other
questions when considering games in which the gameplay is explicitly designed
around the concept rather than (as in Mario) being a neat but non-essential
marriage of action to sound. What happens when game action and game music
are as inextricably linked as Mario’s jump to the arpeggio accompanying it? And
how might that extremely close link between music and gameplay help change
the way we understand not merely the relationship between the two, but music
and gameplay independent of one another?
An examination of specific titles engaged in exploring these questions
follows. The discussion will eventually center on one game in particular that
invites new w

ays to process differences between multiple

recordings of the same piece of music. Before arriving at that destination,

Karen Collins, Playing with Sound, 36. Anecdotally, this phenomenon is common among
many early golf games, which feature only one sound effect for hitting the ball, regardless of
whether they player is driving off the tee or chipping with a sand wedge.
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however, an overview of both game repertoire and prior scholarship that engages
these issues will help set the stage for the more detailed study that closes the
chapter.

Kinesonic Synchresis in Audio-Driven Video Games
Sound Shapes, released by Sony in 2012, is designed precisely around
the concept of kinesonic synchresis as applied in the questions above. The
game is, at first glance, a simple platformer in which you move an avatar (here, a
blob) from left to right. However, upon beginning a stage, players will find that
every gameplay element is informed by the music. I purposefully avoid
“background music” as a term here, because in Sound Shapes, what is
accompaniment in Super Mario Bros. (even accompaniment that can be put to a
purpose, as in the previous chapter) here becomes the organizing tool for all
player activity.
Before describing the game’s visuals in detail, I would ask readers to
picture a step-sequencer of variable size, for example sixteen or thirty-two notes
all equal to the others in rhythm, represented as a series of lights in which the
light “travels” from left to right to indicate what point in the sequence is currently
active. Of course, this sequence immediately repeats upon its conclusion, as if
we were counting musical time – for instance, there are thirty-two 8 th notes in a
four-measure loop. Keep in mind that while the rhythm is constant in a stepsequencer, other elements, such as pitch and timbre, are variable – this includes
the option to turn individual notes on or off (e.g. a mute function) for each
repetition of the loop.
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What Sound Shapes does is take this step sequencer and superimpose it
onto a video game. To do this, it prevents the screen from scrolling – so it’s more
akin to Pitfall than Super Mario Bros. – and each new screen has a new hidden
step sequencer behind the scenes. The equivalent of Mario’s collectable coins
here serves to unmute the step sequencer at whatever X-axis position the coin
was originally placed. As a result, the horizontal position of each coin – in Sound
Shapes they are explicitly referred to as “notes” – on the screen determines the
timing of the sounds that are unmuted upon their collection, while the y-axis of
the collectable “notes” determines the pitch.
It bears mention that the entire soundtrack is not controlled this way, but
merely ornamentations and percussive elements that layer on top of a looped
score – the contents of that loop also vary by screen. In addition to this
interaction between collectable items and music, the timing of platforms,
obstacles, and other game mechanics (lights turning on and off, hazards turning
on and off, moving around, etc.) is all synchronized with the rhythm of the
overarching musical loop that accompanies any given screen of any given stage.
In other words, everything in the game communicates its movement patterns
through the clever use of kinesonic synchresis between soundtrack and obstacle.
Occasionally, the musical rhythms governing an object’s behavior are only
revealed if the player collects the notes that have the same rhythmic timing as
the obstacle themselves; while the obstacle does not change behavior based on
player activity, sounding the rhythm of the obstacle in the looped score can often
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be quite helpful in facilitating navigation through difficult combinations of
obstacles.
Consider an example from a set of stages created in collaboration with
Beck, who wrote and recorded three songs specifically for Sound Shapes. The
four yellow tops to the ice cream cone shaped platforms in Figure 4.1, below, pop
up on each beat in a four-beat repeating pattern, changing from a traversable
yellow shape to a deadly red star. Every other measure, a drum hit on beat 4
causes the first cone to pop “early” – that is, a quarter-beat following beat 4
instead of on beat 1, throwing off players who don’t actively listen to the
soundtrack to derive the pattern completely. Note that there are two collectable
notes present in Figure 4.1 as well, which appear onscreen as a teal dot
surrounded by a circle with openings at the top and bottom – the first is on the
second ice cream cone-shaped platform in the bottom row (where the player
avatar, represented by the one-eyed blob in the center of the screen, must jump
to next), and one above the final platform in the upper row of platforms.
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Figure 4.1. Sound Shapes screenshot. The third ice cream cone shape has popped as described
above. The player avatar, a blob-shape, faces the red star from a safe platform in the center
between cones two and three.

This is not the first work in which Beck has operated outside normal
consumer models. Just as Song Reader invites an examination of the
relationship between sheet music, song, and performance in modern popular
music, it seems here that the three tracks / stages he contributes to Sound
Shapes is out to foreground the relationship between soundtrack and gameplay.
In the preface to Song Reader, Beck writes, “a song was only a piece of paper
until it was played by someone.”110 Similarly, Beck here calls attention to the
looped soundtracks of many video games (including Sound Shapes) resulting in
an infinite number of playthroughs – or “performances,” an apt term where ludic
and musical result are conjoined as in Sound Shapes. Nowhere is that more
explicit than in “Cities,” the first track on the album. As Beck’s voice fills the track

Beck Hansen, “A Preface to ‘Song Reader,’” (The New Yorker, November 12, 2012).
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/a-preface-to-song-reader
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singing a long “ahhhh” sound, so too does a cloud appear with “ahhhhhhhh”
written inside of it, as if his voice is literally helping provide the means by which
the player may travel across the stage from left to right.

Figure 4.2. Sound Shapes. Image from the “Cities” stage.

The cloud (depicted above, in Figure 4.2) disappears when Beck’s voice
ceases to be heard in the soundtrack. Players who do not move swiftly have to
wait for the song to loop back around before attempting again (and dodging the
red missiles, who move on every note played by the electric bass, in the
process). Further compounding this notion of infinite playthroughs are the
collectible items in the stages (such as the blue circular shape resting above the
edge of the cloud’s right side in Figure 4.2), each of which triggers (or doesn’t, if
the player skips some of them) a new note in the looping soundtrack.
All of the musical elements just discussed are only present in the loop
when the obstacles associated with them are present on the screen. If there are
no missiles, there’s no bass. If the screen doesn’t feature a disappearing cloud,
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then there’s no “ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh” vocal present in the loop. As players enter a
new screen and begin studying how to progress, what instruments and vocal
parts are present often serve as an immediate clue for what to do in any given
moment. This causal relationship between obstacles and music is rare, and
makes for an interesting means by which music communicates gameplay
instructions.
One example of kinesonic synchresis that moves the discussion away
from platformers to a broader conversation about video games is 2015’s Crypt of
the Necrodancer, which takes one of the oldest video game genres and forces
players to consider the audio in an all new way. Even beyond what Sound
Shapes does to integrate music and mechanics, Crypt explicitly forces players to
listen to the audio. Where Sound Shapes presents a causal relationship
between music and gameplay, and there are obvious gameplay benefits to
listening to the music, a skilled platformer player might well be able to finish the
stages with the sound off, as hearing is ultimately not required and does not
enable the player to move in a different way – it merely affects the timing of
required moves (which isn’t to say that is an unimportant element of good
platforming play).
Crypt of the Necrodancer is, at first glance, a very traditional roguelike (a
genre term defined by the progenitor of the genre, Rogue). True to the oldest
such games, it has a visual aesthetic right out of Dungeons & Dragons and
Wizardry. This adherence to tradition in the wake of an ever-branching definition
of the roguelike genre allows them to play around with one of the basic gameplay
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mechanics – specifically, the turn-based movement that defines the genre.
Effectively describing precisely how Crypt of the Necrodancer plays with genre
traditions and expectations requires a working knowledge of those
conventions.111 For a moment, I set aside discussion of kinesonic synchresis in
favor of briefly introducing these gameplay conventions.
First, most roguelikes feature an overhead perspective, giving the
appearance of moving pieces on a chessboard. This helps to reinforce the
notion of synchronous turns, where every character present (the player’s avatar,
enemies, spinning blade traps – anything that moves or takes action) making one
“move” (defined as any action that takes up a turn’s worth of time) on the board
all at once after the player has made their decision for the turn. Second,
roguelike games feature a significant amount of randomly generated content, so
that one playthrough is never the same as a subsequent playthrough. Figure
4.3, below, is a screenshot of Tangledeep, scheduled for release in early 2018
(chosen here as the newest game in the roguelike genre), as one example of
how gameplay elements of traditional roguelikes are usually presented.

Some conventions are a topic of debate among roguelike enthusiasts; for the purposes of the
present study, only a few are presented – and someone with strong knowledge of the genre could
likely point to an exception for each of the rules discussed here.
111
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Figure 4.3. Tangledeep screenshot of an in-development pre-release build of the game.

Note the player avatar (Jillian, the female figure holding the sword, centered),
various enemies (a lizard, and further away, a green slime), and various userinterface elements presented separately on the bottom of the screen. Text
describing the actions of previous turns appears in the lower-left. Figure 4.4
below, depicting Crypt of the Necrodancer, contains many of the same features.
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Figure 4.4. Crypt of the Necrodancer screenshot.

While the user-interface elements (remaining health, player inventory and
skills) are displayed in different places than Tangledeep, the two games share a
common aesthetic that is part of the rogue-like tradition as described above. The
heroine is again center screen (with blonde hair), near a treasure chest (above),
and three enemies (two slimes and a skeleton).
A major part of the reason for the difference in display of user-interface
elements is the series of vertical lines across the bottom of the screenshot in
Figure 4.4. Those lines converge toward one another at the bottom of the screen,
meeting at the heart in the center. This heart, which beats every time a pair of
lines converge, represents with the converging lines the beat of the musical
soundtrack accompanying the gameplay. Where Crypt changes convention is
that players may only take a turn if they do so on the beat – and unlike other
roguelikes, Crypt players do not have the option of simply sitting in one place for
extended periods of time to plan their next turn, as enemies will take their turns
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on every beat regardless of what the player does. In other words, to miss a beat
is to skip a turn and allow enemies free movement.
This drastically rewards improvisation over detailed planning in a genre
where analysis of each new element is highly prized, and there is often an
optimal means by which to solve any given problem assuming the player takes
the time to derive that ideal solution by thinking about multiple possibilities.
Notice that Tangledeep, like many older rogue-likes, features a complete text
summary of prior actions that the player may read and review at any time – Crypt
of the Necrodancer provides no time for such affordances. In other words,
instead of slowly playing a complex boardgame, the player is made to dance
right through the middle of one.
The game currently ships with six different soundtracks, all of which have
a slightly different tempo for each dungeon stage, which drastically changes the
feel of the dungeon as players “dance” their way through the randomly generated
spaces generated every time the game begins. By default, each of the
characters is assigned a different soundtrack, though this configuration can be
adjusted.
What ties all of these soundtracks together is they have a strong, easily
identifiable beat – while not every track falls under the broad umbrella of
electronic dance music, none of the music skews far away from it, since keeping
track of the beat is vital to the gameplay. One of the options Crypt of the
Necrodancer offers is the ability to load in one’s own custom soundtrack. The
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game will take any .mp3, figure out when each beat occurs, and then set you
playing to your own tunes through the dungeons.
Playing the game to custom soundtracks is a mixed bag – while feeding
the game electronic dance music works quite well, other genres can confuse how
the beat is defined. Specifically, orchestral music with tempo changes (including
fermatas and rubato passages, since the game doesn’t know how otherwise to
account for those elements) often cause problems. Using the Minnesota
Orchestra recording of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony as the soundtrack for a Crypt
of the Necrodancer stage often results in the game placing beats in awkward offbeat spots, especially immediately following fermatas.112 Similarly, ethereal
vocal music without a strong pulse on the beat did not work well.
Custom music is presented as only one potential option alongside several
soundtracks by multiple composers, and the custom music not touted as a main
reason to play the game. The feature is buried behind an options menu, and if
players do decide to use custom music, a few of the ingame features, most
notably the operatic shopkeeper, do not function with custom music turned on.
Rather than the material previously discussed, a first reading of the term
“kinesonic synchresis” might well instead bring to mind the rhythm-action genre
pioneered by Dance Dance Revolution and its derivatives that first sparked this
concept to life in arcades of the late 1990s, placing players in the middle of a
giant directional pad and asking them to jump on arrows flashed on the screen

The Minnesota orchestra recording in question: Beethoven, Van L: Symphonies Nos. 4 and 5,
Minnesota Orchestra conducted by Osmo Vanska. BIS SACD 1416, 2005.
112
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timed to beats of the music. The result is not unlike the giant piano from the wellknown Tom Hanks film Big on first glance, as Figure 4.5 demonstrates below:

Figure 4.5. Image of Dance Dance Revolution arcade cabinet.113

Image obtained from the Wikipedia page on Dance Dance Revolution, and used here under
the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license. See the original file here:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DDR_Extreme.png
113
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The glowing arrows travel from the bottom of the screen to the top. When
they reach the black outline of arrows, they must be stepped on in the direction
corresponding to their shape – for instance, an arrow pointing up on the screen
indicates that the player must step forward from the neutral position to press the
up arrow on the dance pad, left means they step to the left, etc. Describing these
moves as dance steps in the traditional sense is a stretch, but like dance steps,
they are strung together in certain sequences of required movements in ways
that allow for proper positioning in performance. In addition to ever increasing
difficulties of step charts, some emergent play occurs as some players attempt to
“freestyle,” performing lower-difficulty step charts in flashy, dance-like ways.
This expansion of gameplay into performative space tangential to but
outside the constraints of gameplay is more clearly emphasized in Guitar Hero,
originally published in 2005 for home consoles. Guitar Hero (and its ensemblefocused competitor, Rock Band) “link the physical gestures of live musical
performance with the reproduction of recorded songs,” a phenomenon Kiri Miller
describes as “’schizophonic performance,’ building on R. Murray Schafer’s term
for the split between a recorded sound and its source…”114 Unlike Dance Dance
Revolution, the sounds of musical performance (e.g. the performance of the
guitar in Boston’s “More Than a Feeling”) are activated by correct ludic
performance in the game; if the player fails to input a required action, the musical
notes (represented by the falling blocks in Figure 4.6, below) linked to that action
will not play. Thus gameplay is directly and inextricably linked with music – one

Kiri Miller, Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 85.
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could say that music is being utilized as a sound effect, though Miller does not
make this argument.

Figure 4.6. Rock Band 4, screenshot from press kit. From left to right: the guitar, drum, and bass
parts.

Miller’s primary claim is the kinetic actions of the video game combined
with the gestural actions of rock anthems played on guitar and drums result in
ludic activity that is simultaneously both functional gameplay and musical
performance. The player, while not creating the notes per se, is certainly playing
them, a complicated illusion greater than the sum of its parts, neatly summed up
by James Parker for The Atlantic: “you don’t have to be Jean Baudrillard to detect
in all this another coup by the forces of unreality – a decisive one, perhaps.” 115
Parker goes on to assure his readers that this doesn’t damage the notion of rock
music’s authenticity (a term he leaves for readers to unpack):

James Parker, “School of Rock,” The Atlantic (March 2009).
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/03/school-of-rock/307278/
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For one thing, these games are a lot of fun, and fun has its own invincible
claim to authenticity. For another, rock depends – has always depended –
on simulation: its true tabernacle is the inside of a teenager’s head, that
palace of delusion, where consciousness climbs like a guitar solo and one
is always pretending to be Joe Perry.116
Miller’s claim understanding gameplay as performative has been
especially justified in recent years, with the rising popularity of livestreaming
video games on services such as Twitch.tv. “Let’s Play” streams, featuring live
commentary on gameplay, are extremely common today.117
Usually when discussing forms of synchresis (in the general sense, not
specifying what elements of the screen are being combined), there is an
acknowledgment that something is substituting for the sound of something else –
for example, “we hear a recording of a stalk of celery being snapped, but through
its association with a visual image of a bone breaking, we hear that sound as a
bone break.”118 Guitar Hero is actually problematic here, since the original sound
as viewers are supposed to understand it (the breaking of bone, following the
previous sentence’s logic) is the same sound as the substitute vegetable.
Obfuscating the difference between the musical and the ludic is, of course, the
magic of Guitar Hero, but it makes applying some of the concepts it presents to
other games difficult. Similarly, any further pursuit of Guitar Hero and Rock Band
in the wake of Miller’s research must acknowledge that the particular brand of
rhythm-action games found in those two games is firmly situated in the previous

James Parker, “School of Rock,” The Atlantic (March 2009).
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/03/school-of-rock/307278/
117 The author has participated in a number of such streams, the archives of which are available
at his YouTube page: youtube.com/rtbardic
118 Karen Collins, Playing with Sound, 20.
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hardware generation; when players traded in their Xbox 360 or their Playstation 3
for the Xbox One and the Playstation 4, the plastic Guitar Hero instruments were
not made compatible with newer consoles. Mad Catz, the company responsible
for the Rock Band peripherals, shut its doors in 2017 after dismal sales of Rock
Band 4 in 2015.119 Instead, I turn to a more recent title that is clearly inspired by
Guitar Hero but uses more traditional control schemes – a game for which music
is directly tied to gameplay while allowing for differentiation between musical and
ludic elements to be more readily explored.

Audiosurf as Analytical Device
Audiosurf starts with the Guitar Hero notational format of “the
notes…falling from the top of the page to the bottom,” as Parker puts it, “but with
perspective applied so that they appear to be coming directly at you, like the road
in a driving game…” and takes it to its logical conclusion. 120 In Audiosurf, the
gameplay instructions (no longer “notes,” but simply “blocks,” as the player is not
reproducing musical material by engaging with them) are placed on a literal road,
not a metaphorical one – the player controls an avatar driving down a track,
dodging (or intercepting) blocks as the music plays. Here Parker’s nod to
Baudrillard (quoted above) comes full circle, as Ian Bogost describes:
…games are the aesthetic form of everyday objects. Of ordinary
life…games show players the unseen uses of ordinary materials. As the
only mass medium that arose after postmodernism, it’s no surprise that
those materials so often would be the stuff of games themselves. More
See Polygon’s article on Mad Catz’s closure here:
https://www.polygon.com/2017/3/31/15137812/mad-catz-shut-down-bankruptcy
120 James Parker, “School of Rock,” The Atlantic (March 2009).
119
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often than not, games are about the conventions of games and the
materials of games – at least in part.121
Audiosurf takes the aesthetics and conventions of Guitar Hero and makes
a new video game out of them in exactly the way Bogost suggests above. If
Guitar Hero and games like it “dramatize schizophonia, endorsing the idea of a
split between the live and the recorded and inviting people to play at mending
that split,” then Audiosurf instead overtly avoids that dramatization, choosing to
overtly acknowledge and play towards its arcade roots.122 As a result, while
Guitar Hero asks what qualifies as musical performance, Audiosurf points us
towards questions about how kinesonic synchresis can be used to facilitate
questions of music analysis – the questions this essay has set out to explore in
greater detail. Before arriving at answers to those questions, however, it’s worth
exploring all of the component parts of Audiosurf that invite comparisons to
Guitar Hero, as well as those aspects of the game that differ wildly.
Still images alone do a poor job of conveying these differences, but first
and foremost, the player controls an avatar – a vehicle for racing of some hybrid
between car and spaceship, a common video game vehicle.123 Watching the car
race down the multi-colored road recalls F-Zero (by way of Mario Kart’s Rainbow
Road) as much as it does Guitar Hero, as the reference images in Figures 4.7
and 4.8 below demonstrate.

121Ian

Bogost, “Video Games are Better Without Stories,” The Atlantic (April 25, 2017).
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2017/04/video-games-stories/524148/
122 Kiri Miller, Playing Along, 86.
123The Audiosurf vehicles are clearly participating in the traditions of both Wipeout and F-Zero,
long-running popular science fiction racing franchises where “hover car” is the vehicle of choice.
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Figure 4.7. F-Zero GX screenshot.

Audiosurf is no sci-fi racing game though – the rate at which the player’s car
traverses the road is determined by the music. Tempo, harmonic rhythm, and
relative amplitude of the musical track’s waveform at a particular point all factor
into how fast (or slow) the car travels.
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Figure 4.8. Audiosurf screenshot. “Firework” by Hollywood Principle shown.

The player’s choice of car is important as well, as each car represents a
different gameplay mode. While in-depth discussion of the relative advantages
of each vehicle is outside the scope of this essay, it suffices to say that Audiosurf
has two major types of gameplay: “mono” mode, in which there are only two
types of collectable bricks in the road, and “puzzle” mode, in which bricks of eight
different colors must be collected and organized into groups of three, similar to
other “match three” games.124 This essay focuses on “mono” mode, leaving the
more complex puzzle modes (which, functionally, might as well be a separate
game from the mono experience) aside for future research. As a result, unless
specified, further discussion of Audiosurf’s gameplay refers to play using the
Ninja Mono vehicle.
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Dr. Mario and Columns established this style of gameplay decades ago.
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After the player selects a car, the next step is to select a piece of music.
While this is, by definition, a musical choice – similar to Guitar Hero, etc. – in
Audiosurf that choice doubles as stage selection that again recalls F-Zero and
other racing games. As hinted at above, each racetrack is algorithmically
generated by the game using the piece of music (here either in .wav or .mp3
format) as an input. As a result, what might otherwise be a coincidental similarity
of language is brought to the forefront: the “musical track” and the “racetrack” are
literally conflated. Before beginning the stage, the game provides some
information to the player: how densely populated the track will be, the contours of
the track (a graph showing uphill and downhill sections over time), and how long
the piece of music is, listed as “travel time.” Assuming the player elects to play
the track, the game shifts away from the menu screens and into the gameplay
proper.
The core gameplay loop of Audiosurf (again, in Ninja Mono mode)
involves hitting colored blocks while dodging gray blocks as players drive through
the racetrack created from the piece of music they have chosen. Colored blocks,
such as the sets of blue blocks in Figure 8, above, eventually form groupings of
three or more as collected blocks assemble in the grid located near the bottom of
the screen, and then disappear from the grid, rewarding points to the player
based on how large a grouping was amassed.125 Collected gray blocks do not
group into threes, but instead clutter the player’s board; if gray blocks fill an entire

In Mono mode where there is only type of collectible block, this matters far less – the only
important issue is that players receive a large point boost for having an empty grid at the end of
the piece. Puzzle modes (not discussed further, as mentioned) require players to track multiple
colors of blocks across multiple groupings.
125
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column, the player is prevented from collecting any blocks for a short period of
time. Hitting a gray block also removes the multiplier for collecting multiple
colored blocks in a row, so even a single mistake is highly penalized. Players
can remove (for a penalty to score) all gray blocks from their boards once every
15 seconds or so.126
All of this guides us to the fundamental question Audiosurf asks of the
player. If Guitar Hero asks what constitutes a musical performance, Audiosurf
instead asks when the act of play can be inherently musical. Instead of asking its
players to recreate musical performance, Audiosurf invites players to experience
an existing musical performance in a new way, using a combination of sight and
sound to encourage players to notice things about the recording they might not
have otherwise.
To help make this clearer, I have selected one recording -- and it is vital to
note that this is different from one piece of music, as Audiosurf processes a
sound file and not sheet music -- of familiar music for in-depth study: the first
movement of the Minnesota Orchestra’s April 2004 recording of Beethoven’s 5 th
Symphony.127 This recording serves as an exemplar stage for the purpose of
discussing specifically how Audiosurf uses audio input to determine stage

Specific combinations of hitting gray blocks in order to prevent clusters of colored blocks from
forming, and then removing those gray blocks to create very large clusters can potentially result
in higher scores than merely collecting all of the colored blocks and avoiding grays, but to keep
things simple (and because that is not the case with the music soon to be under discussion, as
the block density is too low), I will speak on the game as if the general goal is to hit colored blocks
and avoid gray blocks.
127 Again, the recording in question: Beethoven, Van L: Symphonies Nos. 4 and 5, Minnesota
Orchestra conducted by Osmo Vanska. BIS SACD 1416, 2005.
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design, and therefore how Audiosurf invites players to process the music in terms
of that gameplay.
Effectively describing the contours of the racetrack and the obstacles
located upon it in text alone is a daunting task. Readers will find a unique edition
of the score to the first movement of Beethoven’s 5th symphony included as an
appendix to the current chapter. The score includes an additional staff of musical
notation above the flute part at the top of each page, an approach inspired by
Steven Reale’s previous efforts discussing music’s relationship to the gameplay
of design’s relationship to music in other gaming contexts.128 To create this
document, I first recorded a gameplay video of the stage created in Audiosurf
when the Minnesota Orchestra recording of Beethoven 5 is used as the input. I
then transcribed every instance of a block’s appearance onto the sheet music by
rotating the view of Audiosurf 90 degrees to the right. As a result, the space for
the pitch E on the staff (the top-most space) becomes the left-most lane in
Audiosurf, the space for C the middle, and the space for A the right-most lane.
Each note is one block, and every block is notated in time with the rest of the
score such that a block vertically lining up with a note in an orchestral instrument
is passed (or collided with) as those notes are sounded.
While this process of conversion may not be ideal, it allows for quick
comparison between Audiosurf block placement, timings, and colorization to
associated elements in the score. This provides some evidence for claims

Steven Reale, “Transcribing Musical Worlds; or, Is L.A. Noire A Music Game?” in Music in
Video Games: Studying Play (New York: Routledge, 2014, 82-89.
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regarding how Audiosurf processes the piece, and how it might process different
recordings of the same piece differently based on the performance.
The waveform analysis Audiosurf employs to transform music into
racetracks is limited by definition, and as a result, differs greatly from “musical
analysis” as it is ordinarily understood in an academic context, prioritizing musical
parameters very differently than a music theorist might. Practically speaking, this
means that harmonic choices in a piece of music are not reflected at all – no one
will ever look at a screenshot and infer what chords are being played. Rhythm
and volume (which I use in the context of a waveform instead of the musical
performance term “dynamics”) instead account for the majority of what Audiosurf
generates.
Perhaps as a result of using information gleaned from waveform analysis
and processing, Audiosurf has a tendency to prioritize the bass frequency range
over the rest of the piece. While this is at best a dubious way to ascribe
importance to Beethoven’s musical decisions – let alone the repertoire of
orchestral music writ large – it is much more reliable with the body of electronic
dance music more commonly used by players of the game. For the Beethoven
stage, this results in groupings of blocks spaced by entire measures (one block
every two beats) even when more complex activity is taking place in the higher
registers (see Figure 4.9, below).
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Figure 4.9. Score excerpt from Beethoven Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription
added.

Block placement can be determined by treble instruments, but only when
other parts remain static and unchanging. More commonly, treble-only sections
of orchestral pieces are so much softer relative to other sections that Audiosurf
simply doesn’t function well, not unlike other titles previously discussed. The
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game as a result generates almost no blocks in these slower sections. For
instance, as Figure 4.10 demonstrates below, the first half of the secondary
theme has almost no blocks, save for a few pairs of errant gray blocks that
appear to be triggered by the flute’s entrance and a slight crescendo as the
violins reach the highest pitches of their melody (both neatly avoidable as players
idle in the center lane) respectively. The two pink blocks appear to result from the
algorithm deciding the beat has returned, but not quite yet adjusting well to where
it is until the bass becomes steady and reliable in measure 96, already discussed
in Figure 4.9, above.
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Figure 4.10. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.
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Figure 4.10 continued. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.

As suggested above, every Audiosurf stage’s track changes color ranging
in order of intensity from pink at the least intense, through purple, blue, teal,
green, yellow, orange, and finally red at the most intense sections. While the
Minnesota Orchestra’s recording never reaches a “red” moment, usually
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reserved for large bass drops of electronic dance music, it hits orange in a couple
places – once in measure 372 at the close of the development, and once more in
the coda.

Figure 4.11. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.
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Figure 4.12. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5, with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.

These two sections are what Audiosurf claims are the most intense.
Looking at the raw waveform of the recording, we can find those two points in
time. Figure 4.13, below, outlines the entry of the well-known four-note motive
announcing the end of the development (and the beginning of the recapitulation)
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that takes place at timestamp 4:15—4:30. The final return of that motive at
approximately 7:05 is also struck through with yellow.

Figure 4.13. Waveform of Minnesota Orchestra recording of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5.
Highest volumes outlined in yellow on the left channel.

Looking at the right channel’s waveform (not marked in yellow), it’s easy to
observe that these sections are not only the loudest portions of the recording, but
that they also come immediately following near-silence in the orchestra – it’s no
wonder that Audiosurf marks them for being the most intense.
This spare usage of orange and red blocks is not true of Audiosurf stages
made from other recordings of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony – compare the
screenshot of measures 50-55 between the Minnesota Orchestra recording to
the Russian National Orchestra conducted by Mikhail Pletnev, in Figures 4.14
and 4.15 below.129

The recording of the Russian National Orchestra is as follows.
Beethoven: The Nine Symphonies. Russian National Orchestra conducted by Mikhail Pletnev.
B000SSPL26, 2007.
129
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Figure 4.14. Audiosurf screenshot. Minnesota Orchestra recording of Beethoven’s Symphony
#5. End of primary theme shown, approximately measures 50-55.

Figure 4.15. Audiosurf screenshot. Russian National Orchestra recording of Beethoven’s
Symphony #5. End of primary theme shown, approximately measures 50-55.

These two screenshots correspond to 0:50 in the Minnesota Orchestra recording
and 0:53 in the Russian National Orchestra recording, respectively. Looking at
the screenshots above, it’s clear that the Russian passage is processed as more
intense and has colors skewing closer to red than Minnesota does. This appears
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to be because the timpani part in that phrase sounds louder in the Russian
National Orchestra recording. Figure 4.16, comparing the waveforms of each
recording, makes this abundantly clear:

Figure 4.16. Waveform comparison of two recordings of Beethoven’s Symphony #5. Minnesota
Orchestra recording on top, Russian National Orchestra recording below.

Though the Russian recording is louder overall, there is clearly a spike in
volume at the close of the primary theme at timestamp 0:45 not present in the
equivalent position of the Minnesota Orchestra recording at 0:43.130 Because of
this spike’s impact on the waveform, Audiosurf ends up assigning more weight to
the louder timpani of the Russian recording than the tamer percussion of
Minnesota’s. Other small differences between recordings, such as a longer
ritardando on certain notes in the Russian recording (most immediately
noticeable in the first notes of the piece), are more perceptible when the listener
is physically traversing a space instead of merely listening along.
It’s also possible to look at how repeated sections of the same work are treated,
returning focus to the Minnesota Orchestra recording. The opening measures of

Keep in mind that the two times are not identical because each conductor takes the piece at a
slightly different tempo. This is why most musical writing uses measures as the standard for
comparison instead of raw time, when the waveform itself isn’t the subject of study.
130
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the score (depicted in Figure 4.17, below) compared to measures 125-128 (the
repeat of the exposition, in Figure 4.18, below) are nearly identical, as one might
expect.

Figure 4.17. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.
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Figure 4.18. Beethoven, Symphony No. 5 with Audiosurf gameplay transcription added.

Audiosurf merges gameplay with audio such that closely listening to the
soundtrack becomes a vital part of gameplay. It was certainly not the first game
outside of the rhythm-action genre (that is, Dance Dance Revolution and Guitar
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Hero) to do this, but in 2008, it was the first such game released for home PC to
achieve such widespread success.
It is not the author’s intent to here suggest that Audiosurf be used as a
replacement for in-depth analysis or a well-trained ear, by any means. It certainly
is no replacement for the music theorist teaching sonata form using the first
movement of Beethoven’s 5th symphony as an exemplar. However, effectively
visualizing the differences between multiple recordings of the same work, or the
differences between similar works (leaning towards the electronic and popular
music that Audiosurf features on its radio service) likely has some amount of
instructional value – especially for students who possess mastery of only one of
the two sets of knowledge (digital signal processing, music theory) these
discussions often require.
As discussion of music expands more broadly outside of the orchestral
umbrella, elements of a piece of music quickly move beyond what sheet music is
well equipped to communicate. Digital signal processing techniques such as
stereo (or surround) panning, cross-fading, reverb effects, envelope filters, etc.
are difficult to render in notation. Audiosurf surely does not replace detailed
academic consideration of these techniques and the conventions followed in their
deployment, but functions as a tool to render some of their results in a visual
format – literally creating a roller coaster out of a bass drop. At the very least,
Audiosurf elevates issues of performance to the forefront of conversation in an
inviting way, using gameplay to facilitate conversation about music.
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Conclusion
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Running through each chapter of this dissertation is an important question:
how much prior knowledge can a game designer assume a player possesses? A
related question follows: how do game designers tap into those reserves of preexisting knowledge? Often – certainly in the titles examined here – audio is
employed as a conduit between a video game and the latent experience of the
player.
For instance, in making Left 4 Dead, Valve similarly assumed that players
of the game have some knowledge of zombie movies, even moreso than zombie
games – without a basic understanding of zombies in cinema, the loading
screens seem awkward and poorly-written instead of a comedic
acknowledgement of how over-exaggerated the conventions of horror can be.
After all, the game purports to put players into a zombie movie, as opposed to a
“realistic” (in so far as zombies can be associated with this term) zombie invasion
designed to scare the player. The tropes of escaping an abandoned shopping
mall and the language of B-movie captions intended to be read in a “movie
announcer” tone only work as jokes if the player has that knowledge before
beginning to play the game. Similarly, highly positional audio is something
common in a movie theater, and relatively sparsely used in games designed for
in-home play – a final nod back to cinematic conventions.
Similarly to how Left 4 Dead utilizes a player’s latent knowledge of film,
another modern title recently took advantage of a player’s latent knowledge of
video games. Super Smash Bros. for Wii U features iconic Nintendo characters
from multiple franchises (Mario, Pikachu, Kirby, Link, and Fox McCloud are all
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mainstays) battling in varying platforming spaces that (in function, not graphic
appearance) strongly recall the mechanics of the original Super Mario Bros. Part
of the design goals for the game was for the fighter – traditionally a genre with a
high barrier of entry due to complex controls – to be accessible to players of all
the aforementioned Nintendo franchises, many of which have a younger target
audience than the more complex (and more explicitly violent) Street Fighter and
Mortal Kombat franchises.
Ryu, the iconic martial artist from Street Fighter, appeared as a guest
character. Following Nintendo’s design practices, his special moves were
similarly made much easier to execute than they were in Street Fighter. Smash
players who input the Dragon Punch command from Street Fighter II while
playing Nintendo’s game are in for a surprise: the Dragon Punch (and Ryu’s
other special moves from Street Fighter II) can still be executed using Capcom’s
more complex command system – and the version of the move that comes out is
stronger when done as if Smash Bros. were Street Fighter. Differentiating the
strengths of each special move is done primarily through audio: if the rolling input
(that is, rolling the joystick forward, then down, then down-forward as if one was
drawing the letter Z with it) from Street Fighter II was used, Ryu shouts out the
Japanese name of the special move more loudly, recalling the sounds of Street
Fighter II instead of the newly-recorded sound effect exclusive to Super Smash
Bros.
In a rare move for Nintendo, none of this is explicitly communicated to the
player from within the game – the company assumes that anyone willing to pay
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for Ryu (a downloadable character, not part of the base game) knows this
information (and additional combat mechanics unique to Ryu also borrowed from
Street Fighter but unmentioned here) from the online trailer that announced his
eventual arrival onto the Smash stage. Without that knowledge, the character is
weaker both in terms of gameplay (the rolling input moves are superior to the
single button versions) and in terms of feel (Ryu feels less like a main character
and more like a generic fighter without his special set of inputs). In other words,
the character is for fans and experienced players only.
Not all games, of course, are as reliant on pre-existing player knowledge
as Super Smash Bros. Though League of Legends relies on the long-standing
association between healing, chimes, and the green colorization throughout
decades of gaming history previously, those associations are so widespread that
it is reasonable to assume that spectators (interested in video games by
definition) understand that connection intuitively. Even for players who don’t
come to League of Legends with that knowledge beforehand, those associations
become clear quickly within the context of the game itself, without any outside
assistance. Similarly, associating the sound of combat with clashing swords is
an equally intuitive choice (going back at least as far as the swashbuckling films
of Errol Flynn). The game makes relatively few assumptions about the player’s
ludic experience otherwise.
Relying on a person’s prior gaming experiences is going to become more
and more vital as monetization models for video games continue to shift in favor
of free-to-play games that offer in-game purchases, thus providing nearly zero
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barrier to entry while still collecting money from players who engage for long
periods of time. Related to this trend, esports multiplayer games continue to be
an increasingly larger part of the video game market. The rise of Twitch.tv as a
broadcasting platform and the normalization of watching teams compete in video
games online has happened so quickly that there is no readily established model
for how to approach the specifics of esports marketing and broadcasting. 131 My
research here explores a variety of ways to use audio as a means to leverage
player experience inside of modern gameplay for both of these developing trends
in video games. Further study into the connections between gameplay and audio
will continue as the number of amateur broadcasters grows, given the ease with
which modern consoles can broadcast, record, and stream live gameplay.
Creating new context for existing music by changing the gameplay it
accompanies or changing the music that underscores existing gameplay are both
also much more common in the age of Twitch.tv and YouTube as primary
broadcasting platforms. Further research along the lines of the empirical Super
Mario Maker study – how these types of substitutions affect both player
performance in a game (further research expanding upon the present work’s
efforts) and spectator reception of livestreams (a line of research yet to be
undertaken) will help create an understanding of why we watch people play video
games over the Internet in the first place. Listening to background music
unrelated to the game at hand on a stream is quite common, and it brings

Riot Games provides some history of professional League of Legends on a promotional
website, describing events in League running parallel to the rise of popular American esports
viewing from 2011 forward: http://promo.lolesports.com/en_US/worlds/history
131
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spectators out of the experience of individual immersive gameplay, complicating
Gee’s “player vs. avatar” construction by asking us how spectators relate to both
player and avatar, and how the existence of spectators who communicate with
the player through chat and emotes (occasionally, including sound effects,
depending on how the streamer has configured their channel) affects the
relationships between player and avatar.132
One emerging technology, perhaps to be studied in subsequent research,
is the coming advent of virtual and augmented reality. The role of positional
audio in VR experiences is heightened as the player requires a reference for
what would usually be directionally-neutral sounds – for instance, ambient
weather sounds like “wind and air are always positioning as you rotate your
head, so you can always feel a sense of direction.”133 Audio is vital to the
immersive experience promised by these new devices, and pursuit of knowledge
regarding how audio interacts with emergent technology will be vital as virtual
and augmented reality makes its way to the average consumer in the coming
years. As the ways we interact with digital environments continues to change, so
will the ways in which audio engages new means of interaction.
I bring this work to a close with one final story of a developer making bold
assumptions of a player, abstracting the connections between gameplay and
music. In the original Legend of Zelda title (released for the Nintendo

James Paul Gee, What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning and Literacy (New
York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007), 49-50.
133 Todd Baker and Manesh Mistry, the developers of Monument Valley and other titles, writing
about the challenges of audio in VR / AR game spaces.
https://medium.com/@ustwogames/designing-sound-for-virtual-reality-a37a40e80463
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Entertainment System), the “recorder” item played a short, six-note motive (see
Figure 5.1 below) that, when sounded in the overworld, would summon a
whirlwind to warp Link across the land of Hyrule.

Figure 5.1. Transcription of recorder melody from The Legend of Zelda.

This concept was borrowed wholesale in Super Mario Bros. 3, where
adept Mario players could find a “Warp Whistle” that plays the same tune (and
looks very much the same in the player’s inventory), summons a very similar
whirlwind, taking Mario to the Warp Zone.
When The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time was released in 1998, that
warping sound effect / motive had been absent in North America for eight years
(and a full decade in Japan). Instead of the bombastic, militaristic theme of The
Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past or the dream-like reworking of that same
theme in Link’s Awakening, the title music to Ocarina of Time was understated by
comparison to any other game at the time. At first, players hear only the sound
of horse hooves galloping, followed by a chord arpeggiation on a piano,
anchored by a single string note. As the sun begins to rise in the background,
we hear the titular ocarina enter the soundscape, playing the six-note warp
theme before developing that short motive into a filled out musical work. For
newcomers to the franchise, it’s a pleasant piece that nicely fits with the
onscreen sunrise within the constraints of a MIDI soundtrack. Kondo’s opening
to Ocarina of Time carries a secondary, more specific message to long-time
players: you are about to be whisked away. The warp-whistle motive has been
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used a few more times since (in Minish Cap, as a warp-whistle theme, and in
Breath of the Wild, as a passing gesture in the shrine music), but has never been
as central as it was in heralding the transition from two to three dimensions.
This type of reference was not common to video games at the time –
though pieces were often reused throughout subsequent generations of
hardware (Zelda has many such pieces, including its overworld theme), the
context for those themes rarely changed.134 Today, as we measure the age of
game franchises in decades instead of years, it seems self-evident, but in 1998,
it was untrodden ground. No matter what the hardware, however, players relish
the feeling of being warped to lands unknown. Sometimes, that feeling is
communicated to us by way of a game’s audio. Other times, the whirlwind of
gameplay carries us into the horizon. More often than not, the two types of play
become conflated in digital spaces, a dance likely to continue as technology
enables new types of ludic experiences.

The Final Fantasy “bridge-crossing” Prologue and the Legend of Zelda Main Theme are both
good examples of NES pieces redone with the MIDI samples of the SNES while keeping the
same context for the appearance of each piece.
134
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Source of Recording Used in Audiosurf: Beethoven, Van L:
Symphonies Nos. 4 and 5, Minnesota Orchestra conducted by Osmo
Vanska. BIS SACD 1416, 2005.
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